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Abstract
With the tremendous growth of published electronic information sources in the last decade and the
unprecedented reliance on this information to succeed in day-to-day operations, comes the expectation of
finding the right information at the right time. Sentential interfaces are currently the only viable solution
for searching through large infospheres of unstructured information, however, the simplistic nature of their
interaction model and lack of cognitive amplification they can provide severely limit the performance of
the interface. Visual information retrieval systems are emerging as possible candidate replacements for the
more traditional interfaces, but many lack the cognitive framework to support the knowledge crystallization
process found to be essential in information retrieval. This work introduces a novel visual information
retrieval technique crafted from two distinct design genres: (1) the cognitive strategies of the human mind
to solve problems and (2) observed interaction patterns with existing information retrieval systems. Based
on the cognitive and interaction framework developed in this research, a functional prototype information
retrieval system, called Bubble World, has been created to demonstrate that significant performance gains
can be achieved using this technique when compared to more traditional text-based interfaces. Bubble
World does this by successfully transforming the internal mental representation of the information retrieval
problem to an efficient external view, and then through visual cues, provides cognitive amplification at key
stages of the information retrieval process. Additionally, Bubble World provides the interaction model and
the mechanisms to incorporate complex search schemas into the retrieval process either manually or
automatically through the use of predefined ontological models.
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BUBBLE WORLD – A NOVEL VISUAL INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUE
I. Introduction
Until recently, Information Retrieval has been an area of interest for only a select group of
people such as librarians and information experts.

Today, with the popularity of personal

computers and the exponential growth of the World Wide Web (WWW) [1:367], interest by the
general public is rapidly increasing and for most, becoming part of every day life. On the rise, but
perhaps less ominously, is the growth of digital libraries now popular both in and outside of
educational institutions. Information is changing daily, and consumers of this information are
becoming increasingly reliant on it for both their professional and private lives. For the military,
information is considered so vital for successful day-to-day operations that an unprecedented
amount of resources is expended on gathering it and providing access to those who need it. With
this reliance comes the expectation of retrieving the right information in a timely fashion. “Good”
information is not a measure of the quality of the source alone, but also the usefulness of that
source. If it is retrieved beyond the lifespan of the task at hand, its usefulness reduces to hindsight.
Therefore, the tools to manage, retrieve, and filter this information are critical to the success of
those who rely on it.
Government and intelligence agencies, military services, defense industry, and military
research and development centers invest heavily on up-to-the-minute, comprehensive and reliable
global defense information.

The U.S. Air Force has long recognized the importance of

“information” and has produced a vision of the Battlespace Infosphere, which moves the
information technology away from the concept of system or network centric approach to an
information centric approach.

Military commanders require precise command, control, and

planning information for any given mission to ensure the front line war fighter does not
unnecessarily put his or her life in harms way. In each case, sourcing, gathering and providing
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access to vital information is only half of the solution. Retrieving the correct information, making
inferences about comparisons and understanding it to produce a solution to a problem in a timely
fashion are critical to the overall success of all who rely on this information.
With the tremendous growth of electronic information sources comes the need for
effective and efficient information retrieval methods.

At the core of information retrieval is the

ability to retrieve information that most closely matches the need of the user. This is known as the
relevance of the information and relies on the information retrieval system being able to interpret
the contents of the information set and then, in some fashion, return a ranked list to the user. The
key concept here is how this relevance is decided. If done well, the returned information will be an
exact set of what the user expected and nothing more. This suggests that relevance is not just
choosing the best information, but also excluding information that has no use to the user.

1.1 Problem Background
Traditional information retrieval techniques typically return a list of documents ranked
from most relevant to least relevant, based on the determination of a search algorithm. Although
the search algorithms (or models) are improving, resulting in better relevance ordering, they are far
from perfect. Not only are large lists of irrelevant documents presented to the user, but limited
clues are presented for determining how best to adjust the query to improve the result. Even if
search models could be improved to return only relevant documents, current studies suggest that
interaction with an information collection through foraging alone provides only part of the
knowledge gathering process [2].
The standard information access model used by almost all information retrieval engines
assumes an interaction cycle consisting of a query specification (user specifying a need), the
submittal and reformulation of that query to the system, the foraging for and receipt of the results,
the examination and evaluation of the resultant set, and the reformulation of the query to repeat the
process until the perfect result set is found. This model is simplistic in that it relies on an
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underlying assumption that the user’s information need is static and progressive refinement leads to
only relevant information. It does not take into account that users generally learn during this
browsing process and then refine their query requirements accordingly. Consequently, under this
interaction model, users are frequently confronted with long disorganized lists of essentially
irrelevant information that does not address their need.
The interaction in the standard information retrieval model allows foraging of data
through search queries and browsing but provides very little cognitive amplification to the user. If
the relevant document set returned is not meaningful to the user, then he must begin again by
issuing another query with almost no more prompting than before. An improvement to this
technique is the addition of relevance marking, in which the user can select a document to be
relevant (and perhaps others as not) or issue further queries based on the precision of a particular
document.

This helps in the determination of relevant documents, but it adds little to the

knowledge collection process found to be essential in the search process of the user [3][4].
Information retrieval systems are divided along system-based and user-based concerns.
While the system-based concerns deal mainly with efficient information representation and
retrieval, the user-based concerns must deal with the context of the problem and the cognitive state
of the user. Users are drawn to the retrieval system when they lack some knowledge to solve a task
and therefore must search for information they know little or nothing about. As the user searches,
he learn’s more about the problem and potential solutions thus refining how he conceptualize’s the
problem. The need of the user is evolving throughout this search process. As time passes, this
evolution can significantly change not only the queries they issue, but also the initial need. Even if
the information is well known, vocabulary is a problem. Many users may know what it is they are
looking for, but may have difficulty in articulating this in a way that is syntactically consistent with
the retrieval system.
Good information retrieval systems must allow for this interactive dialog model. They
must provide support for information seeking strategies such as searching and browsing and they
must provide effective cues for the location, use, and characteristics of the retrieved information.
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They must also provide sufficient feedback for interactive refinement of the information need.
Current text list methods do not adequately support many of these characteristics, so researchers
have looked elsewhere for answers.
In the last decade or so, visual interfaces have become an important part of the information
retrieval process. They have emerged to improve the effectiveness of information retrieval on large
information sources by addressing the interaction between the system and the user. The concept is
simple: increase the information density by mapping the document similarity space into more
dimensions. The reason is intuitive: amplify the cognitive perception of the user to improve the
knowledge collection process.

The results have been disappointing: no single interface has

emerged as an effective replacement to the current single dimension text list approach. This is not
to say that the visualization techniques are not effective, only to say that interfaces so far have
delivered less than their full potential.
Consider the evaluation of text, numeric and graphical presentations for information
retrieval interfaces conducted by the University of Pittsburgh [5]. The most striking finding was
that over 60% of users tested preferred the visual methods, i.e., icon list and spring displays (such
as VIBE) over the text based approaches even though performance was superior with the latter.
This result stands in contrast to previous studies [6] that indicated that users of information retrieval
systems were found to be resistant to these new visualization techniques.

There are many

influences that may have affected this paradigm change, such as improvements in hardware
technology, however, the most likely reason is that user experience to this technology is changing
and therefore, they are now more likely to expect visual interfaces. This study suggest that
visualization techniques are not yet delivering the performance expected by the scientific
community, but when they do, they stand a chance of being readily accepted by the greater
populace.
It is widely accepted that visual information retrieval systems show promise, but do not
yet deliver the performance and/or usability gains that have been expected by researchers. The
difficulty lies in providing enough information to encourage forward browsing within the context of
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a search problem. It is generally thought that providing structure to the querying of unstructured
information may benefit the discovery process, but this is usually found only in exact search
systems that already have inherent structure and not with free text querying on information that has
little or no structure at all.

This research will investigate this concept further. The rest of this

chapter is dedicated to stating the problem of this research paper, the scope of the research effort,
the methodology to solve the problem and an overview of what is to come.

1.2 Problem
1.2.1 Problem Statement
“Design a novel information retrieval technique that can demonstrate performance gains
when compared to more traditional text-based interfaces.

The technique should successfully

transform the internal mental representations of the information retrieval problem to an
isomorphic external view, thereby allowing cognitive amplification at key stages of the information
retrieval process. Additionally, the interaction model should allow the incorporation of complex
search schemas to enhance the knowledge crystallization process. This should be achieved either
manually or automatically through the use of predefined ontological models.”

This problem has many facets that must be addressed. First, the design of a new technique
requires an extensive background study on existing visual information retrieval techniques to be
conducted to understand where the current level of research is.

Second, allowing cognitive

amplification at key stages of the information retrieval process requires understanding of a number
of concepts: (1) how humans solve problems in information retrieval, (2) how they interact with an
information retrieval system, (3) what it is that requires amplification and (4) what the key stages of
the information retrieval process are.

Third, an understanding of what the knowledge

crystallization process is and how the schemas of the problem relate to the information retrieval
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process must be understood. Understanding this is vital in deciding how ontological models can
help to automate this process. Fourth, demonstrating performance gains against a traditional text
based interface requires an experiment to gain some empirical measurements to compare
performance. The challenge for this research is to identify (1) the scenario in which the experiment
is to be conducted, (2) the metrics that would be used to measure comparative performance based
on this scenario and (3) a methodology to conduct the experiment successfully with limited
resources and time.

1.2.2 Problem Methodology
The thesis begins with an investigation into information retrieval techniques, interaction
models, and visualization techniques, in an attempt to understand some of the inherent shortfalls
that have led to the limited results observed in visual information retrieval systems. This helps to
define an informal knowledge base of “lessons learned” from previous research work, which helps
circumvent the possibility of similar problems hampering the new system. This section does not
critique or compare any existing work, instead it is used to understand the domain of the problem
and to gain insight into what works and what does not.
Next, a design framework is developed based on two distinct design genres: (1) the
cognitive strategies of the human mind to solve problems and (2) observed user interaction patterns
with existing information retrieval systems. Understanding how humans think about information
retrieval problems and how they interface with the information retrieval system to solve those
problems, is a key challenge that must be addressed before any new techniques can be established.
Therefore, considerable emphasis is placed on this component of the research, the end result of
which is a generic framework of cognitive propositions and design corollaries that provide a useful
guideline to the development of any information retrieval system.
With a framework and previous research to proceed, the next challenge is to culminate the
best of these ideas into a new information retrieval technique capable of delivering performance
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gains to the user. To do this, the technique must transform the internal mental representation of the
information retrieval problem to an isomorphic external view, and then through visual cues, provide
cognitive amplification at key stages of the information retrieval process. Understanding the key
stages of information retrieval comes from discovering how the knowledge crystallization process
integrates into the interaction model of the user. Once this is known, providing the mechanisms to
incorporate complex search schemas into the retrieval process is possible.

At this stage

reproduction of the schemas is done manually by the user, however, a natural extension to this is to
incorporate automatic schema expansion through the use of predefined ontological models. Using
these predefined models, a domain expert can guide users to search relevant areas of the
information collection that may not be immediately visible to the user.
The next challenge for this research is to develop a functional prototype information
retrieval system. The prototype system has three purposes in this research: (1) it provides a preproduction system to be used as a proof of concept research tool, (2) it provides the mechanism to
perform experimental evaluation, thereby demonstrating the techniques developed in this thesis,
and (3) it provides a platform to base additional research on once this thesis is complete.
The last challenge of this research is the validation and verification phase. In order to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the techniques developed, one or both of the following approaches
are generally adopted. The first is a ‘recognition experiment’, which tests the techniques in
isolation of the prototype system. This can be useful in gaining insight into how well users
understand the visual representations presented to them but provides no information about the
effectiveness of the technique to perform information retrieval. The second method, and the one
that is adopted in this research, is an experiment that directly compares the prototype system to a
representative text-based system. This experiment has some obvious benefits since now direct
comparisons of the two interfaces can be achieved in a ‘real world’ scenario, but it is also much
more difficult to construct. This research approaches this problem in the following manner. First,
background research is performed on experiments previously conducted with similar aims, in an
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attempt to pollinate those ideas into this research. Second, the query construct itself is examined to
identify what makes a ‘real world’ scenario in information retrieval. This leads to a representative
set of ‘real world’ queries that become the foundation to the experiment. Third, the experiment is
designed around these queries and conducted on two select groups: the control group, which use the
text-based interface to perform retrieval tasks and the experimental group, which use the new visual
interface to perform the same tasks.

1.3 Scope
Improved information retrieval can benefit a wide range of domain applications, from the
World Wide Web to digital libraries, and any large information source in between. In fact, any
information item that can in some way be evaluated for relevance stands to gain by improving the
interaction between the user and the system and amplifying the cognitive feedback through
carefully selected visual techniques. However, each application has specific needs even if the
underlying methodology is the same.

An interface for web browsing would differ from a

bibliographic search on a digital library even though the concept of information is similar.
For this research, it is enough to limit the concepts of this research to a prototype system.
The information sources are limited to predefined and extensively tested collections that are readily
available and provide a range of useful testing metrics. The prototype system is developed around
these information collections to provide an application-oriented system suitable for testing. User
testing focuses on comparing a representative text list method against the proposed system. No
attempt is made to evaluate this system against other mainstream text list applications or
visualization techniques.

1.4 Thesis Overview
This chapter addresses some of the motivational reasons behind developing
multidimensional visualization interfaces and defines the particular problem for this research.
Chapter 2 discusses the salient literature in this field to build a foundation and starting point for this
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research. Chapter 3 develops the requirements framework for any new visualization technique by
investigating the psychology of how humans solve problems and the observations on how they
interact with existing information retrieval systems.

Chapter 4 then looks at the design

methodology of the new visualization techniques by building on the framework developed in
Chapter 3. Chapter 5 outlines the testing paradigm used for empirical analysis of the developed
techniques against a system representative of current methods.

The results of the study are

presented and discussed at the end of this chapter. Chapter 6 concludes the research and discusses
some possible areas for future work.
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II. Background
2.1 The Basics of Information Retrieval
Information retrieval deals with the representation, storage, organization of, and access to
information items [1]. This should be differentiated from data retrieval, which consist mainly of
determining the information sources that match the components of the user query. Users of an
information retrieval system are generally more concerned with retrieving information about a
subject than retrieving data that satisfies a given query. A data retrieval language must precisely
match information objects through the use of regular expressions or in a relational algebra
expression. An information retrieval system attempts to interpret the contents of the information
items (usually a document collection) and then rank them according to the perceived relevance to
the user. This distinction is important since now the information retrieval system must cope with
semantically ambiguous information that can lead to errors in the retrieved collection, sometimes
referred to as ‘imprecise searching’. However, organizing the information items based on the
characterization of the user’s information need is not a simple task. The difficulty comes from not
only knowing how to extract information from the user at the appropriate time, but how to decide
relevance based on this information.

The following section is devoted to providing a brief

overview of the instruments of automatic information retrieval.

2.1.1 Historic Overview
The information in this section has been compiled from the American Society of Indexers
website [7]. Papyrus and leather scrolls as used by the ancient Greeks and Romans were one of the
first methods used to store information in written form so that it could be retrieve later. Yet, as
scholars began to write larger works and more information and data was stored, it became useful
for them to devise other techniques to organize this information, so that locating certain passages
would be easier for the reader. Pliny the Elder (died 79 A.D.) wrote a massive work called The
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Natural History in 37 Books. In order to make the works friendlier to read, the entire first book was
devoted to what was essentially a large table of contents. At the end of this preface, he indicated
that this practice was first employed in Latin literature by Valerius Soranus, who lived during the
last part of the second century B.C. and the first part of the first century B.C.
Indexing is one of the oldest among the figurative or applied senses of the word, and
originates back to the times of ancient Rome. The term index was used for the little slip attached to
papyrus scrolls on which the title of the work (and sometimes also the name of the author) was
written so that each scroll on the shelves could be easily identified without having to pull them out
for inspection. However, since no two scrolls were ever exact and numerical indicates such as page
or chapter numbers were not in use, very few were constructed. The first modern indexes began to
be compiled only after the invention of printing around 1450. Most of these early indexes were
arranged only by the first letter of the first word, the rest being left in no particular order.
Gradually, alphabetization advanced to an arrangement by the first syllable, that is, the first two or
three letters, the rest of an entry still being left unordered. Only very few indexes compiled in the
16th and early 17th centuries had fully alphabetized entries, but by the 18th century full
alphabetization became the rule. For centuries, indexes were created manually as categorization
hierarchies and in fact most libraries today still use some form of categorical hierarchy to classify
their collection. However, with the advent of the computer came the proliferation of information
sources requiring indexing and categorizing. The tide was turning for a new way of conducting
business.
Information retrieval systems were initially developed in government laboratories to
support research towards science and technology.

They were essentially based around

bibliographic databases containing largely textual information, and were used by highly trained
search intermediaries.

Libraries were among the earliest institutions to make use of these

information retrieval systems, which took the form of commercial vendor products searching
remote electronic databases to provide reference services to patrons.
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The second generation of information retrieval systems provided increased search
capability which allowed searching by subject headings, by keywords, and by other more complex
query facilities.

However, as the modern computer continued to advance along with the meteoric

rise of the World Wide Web, some fundamental changes were occurring. Access to various
information sources became cheaper and subsequently reached a greater audience. Advances in
digital communication networks provided remote access to information that was previously not
possible. The freedom to publish information and to subscribe to information was unprecedented.
Suddenly, for the first time in history, the mass populous had access to a highly interactive large
publishing medium. This overwhelming interest has lead to the current deployment of information
retrieval systems, a third generation focusing on improving graphical interfaces, electronic forms,
hypertext features and open system architectures.

2.1.2 The Retrieval Process
Assuming that a document database exists and is indexed in some way, then the retrieval
process begins with a ‘user need’. The user need is traditionally expressed in a free text manner, so
to provide a logical view of this need to the system a series of text operations must be performed.
These text operations are the same that are used for indexing purposes of the documents
themselves, and include techniques such as structure recognition, removal of accents, spacing and
stopwords, identification of noun groups, and finally stemming. Once the logical view of the text is
extracted, then query operations might be applied before the query itself is generated. The query is
now a system representation of the user need and is used to obtain the retrieved documents. This
process is augmented with indexing to reduce search times.
At this point, the documents must be ranked according to some relevance measure before
being presented to the user. What happens next tends to be application dependent, however, the
user may select a subset of the retrieved documents to initiate a user feedback cycle. In this way,
the system is able to change the query formulation based on this additional user information. The
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expectation here is that the new representation will yield better results iteratively as the cycle
continues. The architecture of this process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Process of retrieving information (adapted from Baeza-Yates, Ribeiro-Neto [1])

The retrieval process requires some fundamental assumptions to be valid. First, the user
must be able to declare their need using the interface provided. This is almost never the case, since
the user is required to provide a direct representation for the query that the system will execute.
Second, the user need is static over the search. However, if the first assumption is not valid, then
the user will more than likely formulate a query that is poorly defined or inherently broad. This
will force the user to browse the documents in the collection and not search them, subsequently
changing the need of the user. Third, the context of the user need is not changed by the text
operations.

This requires the text language to be linguistic and amenable to pure formal

manipulation. This is quite an appealing assumption since it reduces the representations to a
manageable level for the system, however in doing so, it hides the complexity inherent in the
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human language from the matching procedure. The very same mechanisms that make the matching
process difficult, homeosemy, makes the human language a rich communication medium. For this
reason, it is unlikely that the third assumption is valid. Fourth, the documents chosen as relevant by
the user are indeed more relevant than those chosen by the system.

This intuitively seems

reasonable, but relies strongly on the previous assumptions also being relevant. As discussed
above, this may not be the case.

2.1.3 Modeling
At the core of information retrieval is the ability to retrieve information that most closely
matches the need of the user. This is known as the relevance of the information and relies on the
information retrieval system being able to interpret the contents of the information set and then, in
some fashion, return a ranked list to the user. The key concept here is how this relevance is
decided. If done well, the returned information set will be an exact list of what the user expected
and nothing more. This suggests that relevance is not just choosing the best documents, but also
excluding documents that have no use to the user.
The traditional technique of determining relevance revolves around matching key index
terms, expressed in some way by the user, to the text of the retrieval documents. By key index
term, one generally means a word that contains meaning and that adds value to a search. How
relevance is determined through key index terms depends on the ranking algorithm that has been
implemented. Ranking algorithms operate on basic premises regarding the notion of document
relevance. These sets of premises yield distinct information retrieval models, which in turn attempt
to predict what is and is not relevant based on the specified user need.
Retrieval models are broadly categorized into two retrieval taxonomies, exact-match and
best-match. Exact-match retrieval models require the query to specify precise retrieval criteria and
return a set of documents that precisely match the query, and nothing more. Since the queries are
well structured, they tend to be efficient and predictable but often are difficult for the user to
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formulate and suffer from poor results due to their inherent precision. Best-match retrieval models
allow a query to specify good or ‘best matching’ criteria and returns a ranked ordered list of
documents based on a measure of quality of relevance. The queries tend to be full text and are
therefore easier to formulate and, generally speaking, return superior results to those of exactmatching. The problem with best-match models is the underlying assumption that keywords are
orthogonal, that is, collections of words have no semantic meaning. The model can be extended to
include phrase or proximity matching to help with this orthogonal issue, however, since full text is
not a natural language in itself, some cognitive expressions such as “control” can never be defined.
Three classical information retrieval models are the boolean, the vector and the
Probabilistic models. Termed classical not only in the sense of longevity but also because they
represent classical problems in the information retrieval arena.

The next section discusses these

information retrieval models in brief detail.

2.1.3.1 Boolean Model
Perhaps the simplest of the retrieval models both intuitively and mathematically, is the
boolean model. The boolean model is an exact-match retrieval method, which requires the query to
be specified as boolean expressions with precise semantics.

Three logical operators are used for

this purpose: logical product ‘AND’, logical sum ‘OR’ and the logical difference ‘NOT’. These
can be visualized in the Venn diagrams of Figure 2.

Figure 2. Boolean combinations as Venn Diagrams (adapted from Djoerd Hiemstra [ 8] )
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A more formal definition of the boolean model is given by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1] as:
Definition:
For the boolean model, the index term weight variables are all
binary i.e. wi , j ∈ {0,1} . A query q is a conventional boolean expression. Let
→

→

q dnf be the disjunctive normal form for the query q. Further, let q cc be any of
→

the conjunctive components of q dnf . The similarity of a document dj to the
query q is defined as

sim(d j , q) =

G

G

G

G

G

1

if ∃q cc | ( q cc ∈ q dnf ) ∧ (∀k i , g i ( d j ) = g i ( q cc ))

0

otherwise

(1)

where gi is a function that returns the weight associated with the index term ki in
any t-dimensional vector.
if sim(dj,q) = 1 then the boolean model predicts that the document dj is relevant
to the query q (it might not be). Otherwise, the prediction is that the document is
not relevant.

The boolean model was the first to be implemented on a computer. It is simple, efficient
and still widely used today. However, it is also the model that has generated the most criticism
over time for the very reasons it has become popular. First, the information retrieval is based on an
exact matching of boolean formalisms, which does not perform nearly as well as the uncertainty
models. Second, its simplicity is in the implementation and not in its use. Users require training to
learn how to formulate queries and even then, it is not a trivial task to translate an information need
into a formal boolean expression. Third, there is little control of the output size. Documents are
not rank ordered but returned as a dichotomous collection of relevant or non-relevant documents.
Fourth, the terms are assumed to be independent of each other resulting in semantically incorrect
expressions. Fifth, no mechanisms are available to specify weight factors to specific index terms.
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2.1.3.2 Vector Model
The vector model was conceived in an attempt to address the fact that binary weight
matching was too limiting for an information retrieval framework. The model, suggested by Salton
and McGill [9] and based on Luhn’s similarity criterion [10], considered the index representations
and the query as vectors in a high dimensional Euclidean Space, where each term is assigned a

G

G

dimension. The similarity measure between two vectors d and q is then the cosine of the angle
that separates the two vectors. Again, more formally by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1]:
Definition: For the vector model, the weight wi,j associated with a pair (ki, dj) is
positive and non-binary. Further, the index terms in the query are also weighted.
Let wi,q be the weight associated with the pair [ki,q] where wi,q ≥ 0. Then, the
G
G
query vector q is defined as q =(w1,q, w2,q, …, wt,q) where t is the total number
of index terms in the system. The vector for a document dj is represented by

K
d j = (w1,j, w2,j, …, wt,j).

t

sim(d j , q ) =

∑w

i, j

i =1

t

∑w
i =1

2
i, j

*

* wi ,q
t

(2)

∑w
j =1

2
i ,q

The vector model uses a framework of partial matching of key index terms to determine
the relevance of a particular document. It does this by using non-binary term weights to determine
the degree of similarity between the document terms and the query. In this way, partial matching
and frequency of key index terms contributes to the score of the document.

One of the key

concepts of the term weight metric is not only how well each index term matches a particular
document, but also how unique that index term is to that document. For instance, common terms
seen in all documents add little value to a particular search since no differentiation between the
documents is obtained. Terms unique to only some documents, however, have the greatest
distinguishing factor and therefore are weighted accordingly.
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This is known as the inverse

document frequency or the idf factor. The definition provided by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto
[1] is:
Definition: Let N be the total number of documents in the system and ni be the
number of documents in which the index term ki appears. Let freqi,j be the raw
frequency of term ki in the document dj (i.e., the number of times the term ki is
mentioned in the text of the document dj). Then, the normalized frequency fi,j of
term ki in document dj is given by:

f i, j =

freqi , j

(3)

max l freql , j

where the maximum is computed over all terms which are mentioned in the text of
the document dj. If the term ki does not appear in the document dj then fi,j = 0.
Further, let idfi, inverse document frequency for ki, be given by:

idf i = log

N
Ni

(4)

the best known term-weighting schemes use weights which are given by:

wi , j = f i , j * idf i

(5)

where wi,j is the calculated weight of term i in document j
further, Salton and Buckley [11]suggest:


0.5 freqi ,q
wi ,q =  0.5 +

max l freql ,q



idf i



(6)

where freqi,q is the raw frequency of the term ki in the text of the information
request q and wi,q is the associated weight.
The vector model has some principle advantages over the boolean model. First, the partial
matching strategy now allows documents to be returned that are only approximately what the query
requested. An uncertainty model that matches the query and the document in a best-match fashion
will generally outperform those that require perfect matching. Second, term-weighting is now
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possible which improves the retrieval performance. Third, the query specification process is
reduced to declaring full text, making the formulation of queries for the user much easier. Fourth,
the document set returned is a ranked list sorted by most relevant to least relevant, allowing the
output collection size to be specified. Fifth, the vector model provides a basis for a wide range of
retrieval operations such as indexing, relevance feedback, document classification and clustering.
There are some limitations with the vector model but these are not insurmountable. The
discriminating power of the model generally requires more index terms in the query than that
required for a boolean query and those terms are essentially considered orthogonal by design. In
practice neither of these issues poses a threat to the validity of the model. Free text querying allows
easy manipulation of the query to gain increased discriminatory power, and research has yet to
suggest that considering term dependencies improves the relevance of the retrieved documents
[1:30].

2.1.3.3 Probabilistic Model
Maron and Kuhns [12] argued against Luhn’s ideas on using similarity, and instead
suggest that the documents in a collection should be ranked according to their probability of
relevance. Robertson [13] called this criterion the ‘probability ranking principle’ and formulated
the following principle:
If a reference retrieval system’s response to each request is a ranking of the
documents in the collections in order of decreasing probability of usefulness to
the user who submitted the request, where the probabilities are estimated as
accurately as possible on the basis of whatever data has been made available to
the system for this purpose, then the overall effectiveness of the system to its
users will be the best that is obtainable on the basis of that data.

The probabilistic model uses a statistical framework to gain insight into the document
collection. It assumes that there is a set of documents that will provide an ideal answer set which in
turn defines properties characterized by the semantics of the index terms found in them. However,
the ideal answer set is not known initially, if it were, the problem would be trivial. So, the
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probabilistic model relies on a relevance feedback cycle from the user to identify those documents
that might describe the answer set, and in doing so repeatedly, evolves the description closer and
closer to that describing the ideal answer set.
The probabilistic principle assumes that the probability of relevance depends on the query
and document representations only. Further, it assumes that a subset of preferred documents exists
as the answer set for the query. The question remains as to how to compute the probabilities of
relevance given these two assumptions.
Given a query q, the probabilistic model defines the degree of similarity between q and
any document in the collection dj, as the ratio of the probability that the document dj is relevant, to
the probability that the document is not. More formally, from Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1],
the definition of the probabilistic model can be given by:
Definition: For the probabilistic model, the index term weight variables are all
binary i.e., wi , j ∈ {0,1} , wi ,q ∈ {0,1} . A query q is a subset of index terms.
Let R be the set of documents known (or initially guessed) to be relevant. Let

R be Gthe complement of R (i.e., the set of non-relevant documents). Let
P ( R | d j ) be the probability that the document dj is relevant to the query q and
P( R | d j ) be the probability that dj is non-relevant to q. The similarity
sim(dj,q) of the document dj to the query q is defined :

G
P( R | d j )
G
sim(d j , q) =
P( R | d j )

( 7)

P (k i | R) stands for the probability that the index term ki is present in a
document randomly selected from the set R.

P (k i | R) stands for the

probability that the index term ki is not present in the document randomly
selected from the set R. Using Bayes’ rule, and assuming independence of index
terms, equation 7 can be written as:
t

sim(d j , q) ~ ∑ wi ,q × wi , j × (log
i =1

P(k i | R)
1 − P(k i | R)
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_

+ log

1 − P(k i | R)
_

P(k i | R)

)

(8)

Since R is not known a priori, it is necessary to make assumptions about their initial
probabilities. This can be done by assuming that P(ki|R) is constant for all index terms ki (typically
0.5) and that the distribution of index terms amongst the non-relevant documents can be
approximated by the distribution of index terms among all the documents in the collection. These
assumptions yield:

P (k i | R) = 0.5

P (k i | R ) =

(9)

ni
N

( 10 )

where ni is the number of documents containing the keyword ki and N is the collection
size.
After the initial ranking, a subset of the documents V is chosen as relevant.

The

probabilities are then recalculated based on V and Vi, the number of documents in V that contain
the term i. The probabilities are then updated with the equations:

P (k i | R ) =

Vi + 0.5
V +1

_

P(k i | R) =

ni − Vi + 0.5
N −V +1

( 11 )

The adjustment factors are used to eliminate the possibility of P(ki|~R) being zero, in the case that
Vi = ni.
The probabilistic model is attractive in that it is one of the few retrieval models that do not
need additional term weighting algorithms to be implemented. For this reason, it has become one
of the most influential retrieval models to date. The main disadvantages with the model, offered by
Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto[1] include: (1) the need to guess the initial separation of documents
into relevant and non-relevant sets, (2) the fact that the method does not take into account the
frequency with which an index term occurs inside a document (i.e., all weights are binary), and (3)
the adoption of the independence assumption for index terms.
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2.1.4 Retrieval Evaluation
With the exponential growth of information sources comes the expectation of better
performing information retrieval search engines.

This expectation has focused the computer

science community in improving existing information retrieval systems or creating new ones. The
increased proliferation of these search engines has created the need to be able to compare one
system to another using standard evaluation metrics. Unfortunately, there is no single method to do
so, but instead a variety of differing techniques. In addition, different researchers use different
terminology, which adds to the complexity of planning experiments and comparing the results.
When all is said and done, and results are obtained, there are differing opinions as to what the
results actually mean. For instance, one school of thought uses a retrieval performance evaluation
technique, that evaluates a search engine against a test collection on predetermined queries and
relevant documents.

The assumption is that the set of relevant documents for a query is

independent of the user. Another school of thought argues that user characteristics are important
when evaluating what is a ‘successful’ search, and that the relationship between the search engine
characteristics and user satisfaction must be better understood. The next section of this thesis looks
at some current retrieval evaluation techniques, highlights some of the problems in using them to
evaluate information retrieval systems, and discusses the current trends towards better evaluation
methodologies.

2.1.4.1 Recall and Precision
Recall and precision is a relevance based evaluation measure that is generally considered
the base line technique for evaluation of information retrieval systems. Recall is the fraction of all
documents (the set R) considered relevant that are retrieved by the search engine. Precision is the
fraction of the retrieved documents (the set A) that is relevant. This is defined by Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto[1] as:
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recall =

| Ra |
|R|

precison =

( 12 )

| Ra |
| A|

( 13 )

where R is the set of all relevant documents, A is the document set returned by the
retrieval strategy and Ra is the intersection of the sets R and A.
Recall and Precision assume that the documents in the answer set A have been examined
by the user all at once, however this is usually not the case since they are presented in rank order of
relevance. This means that the Recall and Precision metrics vary as the user proceeds with the
evaluation. For this reason, proper evaluation requires plotting a precision versus recall plot for
each distinct query. To evaluate the retrieval performance of all the test queries, average precision
figures at each recall level can be taken to generate a single plot. A common practice is to use this
plot to compare distinct retrieval algorithms.
A single plot to measure the overall quality of the answer set and the breadth of the
retrieval algorithm is simple, intuitive and qualitatively useful. There are times, however, in which
a single figure of merit for a single query may be more advantages than an averaging plot over all
queries.

For instance, it may be beneficial to know which queries perform best on given

algorithms. For this reason, several techniques can be used to calculate single value summary
figures. These techniques are listed and briefly described below:
•

Average Precision at Seen Relevant Documents: Precision figures are averaged over
all values obtained after each new relevant document is observed. This measure
favors systems that return relevant documents quickly.

•

R-Precision: Precision is calculated by the number of relevant documents retrieved at
the R-th position in the ranking, where R is the total number of relevant documents
for the current query.
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•

Precision Histograms: Measure of the difference between R-Precision values between
two retrieval algorithms plotted over all queries under test.

•

Summary Table Statistics:

A table of statistical summaries such as the number of

queries used in the task, total number of documents retrieved by all queries, total
number of relevant documents effectively retrieved with all queries, and the like.

Although Precision and Recall merits are widely popular and have been used extensively
for many evaluation measures, there are a number of drawbacks that have been identified. First,
documents relevant to a particular query must be identified independently for Recall values to be
calculated. This is not always feasible for large document collections and is usually restricted to
smaller evaluation collections. Second, the recall and precision measures are inherently related by
the union of the relevant document set and the answer set. Therefore, having two figures of merit
here seems somewhat redundant and a single figure merit may be more appropriate. Third, an
assumption is made that the relevance of the documents is independent of the user. This has two
implications, that no two users will have differing views on the relevance of the material found in
each document, and that interactivity of the user at each stage (searching through browsing) is
ignored. Neither implication is particularly attractive. Fourth, recall and precision may not be
appropriate for systems requiring a weak ordering.

2.1.4.2 Harmonic Mean
The harmonic mean F, [14] was developed in order to combine both the Recall and
Precision values into a single metric. Let r(j) be the recall for the j-th document in the ranking, P(j)
be the Precision for the j-th document in the ranking, then the harmonic mean of r(j) and P(j) is
calculated as:
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F ( j) =

2

( 14 )

1
1
+
r ( j ) P( j )

The function F has values in the interval [0,1] where 0 indicates no relevant
documents have been retrieved and 1 that all the ranked documents are relevant.

2.1.4.3 E Measure
Similar to the harmonic mean, the E evaluation measure [15] attempts to combine the
recall and precision values into a single metric. This time however, the user can weight the metric
towards recall or precision by adjusting the value of a constant b. Values of b>1 indicates a
preference to precision and values of b<1 indicate a preference to recall. Therefore, E(j), the E
evaluation measure relative to r(j) and P(j) is calculated as:

F ( j) =

1+ b2

( 15 )

b2
1
+
r ( j ) P( j )

2.2 Interaction Models
The standard information access process assumes an interaction cycle consisting of a
query specifying a need, the submittal and reformulation of that query to the system, the foraging
for and receipt of the results, the examination and evaluation of the resultant set and the
reformulation of the query to repeat the process until the perfect result set is found.
This interaction model is the only model currently used by search engines today.
However, the model is simplistic in that it relies on an underlying assumption that the users
information need is static and progressive refinement leads to only relevant information. It does not
take into account that users in general dislike being confronted with a long disorganized list of
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retrieval results that do not address their information need and that users generally learn during the
search process.

Figure 3. The Standard Model for Information Access[1:263]

The Standard Model is useful for describing the basics of information access systems,
however, it’s simplicity is being challenged as to whether it provides an accurate model at all.
Observation studies [16][17][4] suggest that the information seeking process consists of a series of
interconnected but diverse searches on one problem-based theme. While results for a goal tend to
trigger new goals, and hence searches in new directions, the context of the problem and the
previous searches are carried from one stage of search to the next. Additionally, it was found that
the main value of the search resided in the accumulated learning and acquisition of information that
occurred during the search process, rather than in the final results set.
The Sensemaking work of Russell et al [18] suggests that information work is a process in
which information retrieval plays only a small part. The observation is that most of the effort made
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in Sensemaking is in the synthesis of a good representation (ways of thinking about the problem)
and not the actual retrieval itself. O’Day and Jeffreis’ study [4] suggested that a significant part of
the information access revolved around finding trends, making comparisons, aggregating
information, identifying a critical subset, assessing, and interpreting.
Card et al [19] introduces the concept of knowledge crystallization as a task in which one
person gathers information for some purpose, makes sense of it by constructing a representational
framework (or schema) and then packages it into some form for communication or action. This
knowledge crystallization process is shown in Figure 4 below. As with the Standard Model, the
process begins by defining a task and then gaining some insight into the data available to solve that
task.

Unlike the Standard Model which repeats this process iteratively, the knowledge

crystallization process progresses to searching for and defining representational schemes about that
data. If relevant data is found that does not fit the schema, then the search continues for a better
schema. If the data is not relevant, it is omitted as part of the abstraction process. This continues
until the instantiated schema defines the problem adequately or the user voluntarily terminates the
search with the partial solution.
It is clear that the current Standard Model used for information access does not address
these issues satisfactorily, yet all standard search engines today employ it as their underlying
methodology. As the needs of the user become more complex and dynamic, and as the information
sources become more diverse in media types, this assistance will not be adequate without some
additional cognitive assistance to the user.

The next section takes a look at some clever

visualization techniques that are emerging as possible candidate solutions to the problems faced by
today’s techniques.
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Figure 4. Knowledge Crystallization Process (Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman)

2.3 Visual Interfaces for Information Retrieval and Browsing
Typical information search interfaces provide a query interface, sometimes with the choice
of specifying basic or complex queries, and an answer interface. The basic query interface allows
the user to type in free text to specify a need whilst the advanced query interface allows the addition
of boolean operators and other features, such as phrase search, proximity search, and wild cards.
The answer interface usually consists of the top ten or so ranked documents that the search engine
determines are the most relevant to the issued query.
This technique allows foraging of data through search queries and browsing, however,
very little cognitive amplification occurs for the user. If the relevant document set returned is not
meaningful to the user, then they must begin again by issuing another query with almost no more
prompting than before. An improvement to this technique is the addition of relevance marking, in
which the user can select a document to be relevant (and perhaps others as not) or issue further
queries based on the precision of a particular document. This helps in data foraging but it does not
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complete the knowledge crystallization process found to be essential in the knowledge search
process of the user.
A relatively recent approach to improving the effectiveness of information retrieval from
large information systems has been to address the interaction between the system and the user.
Graphical user interfaces are becoming an important part of document retrieval systems. Rather
than just using an index matching algorithm to select (as precisely as possible) those documents of
interest to the user and listing these documents in sequential order, the role of the graphical
interface is to organize and present this information in a way that helps the user select from them.
Card et al [19] state that the purpose of information visualization is to use perception to amplify
cognition. Several approaches to visualization in information retrieval are techniques that map a
multidimensional document similarity space into fewer dimensions. The key here is to allow users
to explore a document similarity space with few enough dimensions that it can be visualized
directly. Such interfaces are intended to aid users who are unfamiliar with the scope or semantics of
the document collection, or who are unable to express their information requirements appropriately
to retrieve relevant documents. Furthermore, these interfaces may address one or both of the
following weaknesses:
•

Although lists of documents can be ranked according to their similarity to a query, a

document’s position in the list provides few clues to the positions of related and unrelated
documents.
•

Computed similarities are summary measures, and therefore reveal almost none of the

underlying document representation. Users can not tell why a document was ranked high
or low without retrieving the document representation.
Visualization techniques are emerging as possible candidate solutions to the problems
faced by today’s information retrieval techniques.

TileBars[20] and SeeSoft[21] use a “query

term hits within document content” approach [1]. This essentially highlights the occurrences of the
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terms or descriptors that match those of the user’s query within the document’s content. VisDB[22]
sorts the documents based on their relevance with respect to the query and then maps the relevance
factors to colors. Techniques such as VIBE[23], Lyberworld[24] and InfoCrystals[25] use a “query
term hits between documents” approach [1]. This approach shows an overview or summary of the
retrieved documents according to which subset of query terms they contain. The following section
provides an overview and discussion of the techniques that contributed to this research. For
completeness, other techniques are discussed at the end of the section in less detail.

2.3.1 VIBE and Lyberworld
VIBE and Lyberworld are different packages, however, Lyberworld presents a 3D version
of the same concepts as VIBE. Therefore, the following paragraphs discuss VIBE with the caveat
that many of the issues discussed also relate to Lyberworld.
The VIBE (Visual Information Browsing Environment) System was developed by Kai
Olsen of Molde College from a technique researched by the University of Pittsburgh. It is a tool
used for visualizing multivariate data such as records in a relational database. In VIBE, records are
defined in terms of their degree of association to various Points of Interest (POI). A POI can be any
attribute or characteristic to which a numeric association strength can be assigned. For example, the
records of a traditional relational database could be displayed in VIBE by defining the numeric
fields as POIs, and the association strengths of the records as the values of those fields. A POI can
also be a key word or index term for a set of documents, with the association strength for a
particular document being the weight of the term in the document (as defined by a term weighting
formula or simple term count). A POI can even be a more complex object, such as an entire
document, a query, or a user profile. In these cases, the degree of association of a record to a POI
must be calculated by some method such as a coefficient of similarity. The VIBE display, shown in
Figure 5, is dynamic. The POI icons (displayed as circles) can be moved freely by the user of the
system. After each move, the system plots each record icon (the rectangles) so that its position on
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the display with respect to the POIs is proportional to the relative strengths of the association of the
record to the POIs. The size of the rectangles represents an average association over all POIs, since
the icon positions depend only on relative, not absolute, association strengths. VIBE itself has little
or nothing to say about how documents must be represented, how the degrees of association are
calculated, how optimal POIs are identified, and how the display is to be interpreted by a user.
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Figure 5. VIBE Graphical Interface

2.3.2 WebVIBE
One of the criticisms with VIBE is the relative complexity of the interface.
WebVIBE[26], a derivative of VIBE, was developed by scaling down the functionality of VIBE to
provide a user friendly environment. It was designed for the walk-up user, hence no assumptions
on the knowledge of the user are assumed besides how to use the World Wide Web with some sort
of computer and mouse. The interface, shown in Figure 6, is designed to require little to no
instructions to understand it. With this in mind, the use of metaphors with real world “gadgets” is
an important aspect of the design.
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Figure 6. webVIBE Graphical Interface

Overall, webVIBE is designed to be perceived as a natural part of the user’s environment
with which the user would have to interact. The user is given access to spatial display information,
which gives them greater meaning to the relationships of key words.

2.3.3 InfoCrystal
The InfoCrystal[25] interface, designed by Anselm Spoerri at MIT and shown in Figure 7,
allows users to specify boolean queries graphically, to visualize boolean combinations of query
terms, and to see the sizes of the document subsets which satisfy those term combinations. The
graphical components of the system are iconic displays known as query spreadsheets, which
function similarly to Venn diagrams: icons on the spreadsheet represent different boolean
combinations of n query terms. The position and shape of the icons indicate which query terms that
are represented and how they are combined. Numbers printed inside the icons specify the size of
the sets which satisfy the boolean expression, and these document sets can be retrieved by selecting
the appropriate icon. InfoCrystal also includes an outlining tool, used to nest query spreadsheets in
complex, hierarchical combinations.
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Figure 7. InfoCrystal Graphical Interface

Some additional coding includes:
•

Rank coding. Icons with the same shape are grouped in “invisible” concentric circles
where the rank of an icon is equal to the number of criteria satisfied and it increases as
it move towards the center of an InfoCrystal.

•

Orientation: The icons are positioned so that their sides face the criteria they satisfy.

•

Size or Brightness and Saturation Coding: Used to visualize quantitative information
such as the number of document hits.

2.3.4 Other Visualization Applications
2.3.4.1 Scatter/Gather
Scatter/Gather[27], shown in Figure 8, is a cluster-based document browsing method,
which divides the retrieved documents into five clusters, and lists the common keywords for the
articles at the top.

By examining these keywords, and the number of documents within each

cluster, the user can determine which cluster represents his need more precisely.
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Figure 8. Scatter/Gather Interface

2.3.4.2 TileBars
TileBars [28], shown in Figure 9, requires queries to be entered into separate entries by
terms representing one topic. The query set is treated as a conjunction of topics that are listed in
order of importance. A statistical segmentation algorithm called TextTiling is used to subdivide
documents into multi-paragraph sub-topical units, which creates meaningful segments over average
segment lengths. Using this visualization technique, the user can now quickly see if subsets of
terms overlap in the same segment of the document indicating well represented termsets and what
position in the document this occurs. By displaying intermediate relationships between the query
and the retrieved documents, rather than the document descriptions, the technique emphasizes
participation of the user in the cycle of query formulation.
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Figure 9. TileBars Interface

2.3.4.3 Tkinq
Tking [29], shown in Figure 10, is a system for querying, navigating and visualizing an
on-line library catalog. The system displays the presence or absence of significant keywords across
the document set using a parallel coordinate technique. Each keyword is assigned a row of bars,
with the height of the bar representing the document’s relevance rank for that keyword across the
document set. The last row presents the total rank for each document ordered from left to right in
decreasing order of relevance.
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Figure 10. Tkinq Interface

2.3.4.4 Bead
Bead [30], shown in Figure 11, represents articles in a bibliography as particles in 3-space.
The ‘particles’ are spatially organized into position depending on the inter-relationships between
them. Similar particles are attracted to each other, and dissimilar particles are repelled. This results
in a three dimensional scene, which can be used to visualize patterns amongst the documents in
higher dimensionality.

Figure 11. Bead Interface
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2.3.4.5 Narcissus
Narcissus [31], shown in Figure 12, is a self organizing system that generates a three
dimensional visualization environment through a process which communicates with the application
(such as web browsers and programming environments). Each object in the information space is
given spatial positioning based on the attraction and repulsion of other objects in the space. Objects
therefore migrate through space so that they are spatially close to other objects (which are
semantically similar) and connected through active relationships. Users can navigate through the
virtual environment and manipulate the objects to make the visualization clearer.

Figure 12. Narcissus Interface
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2.3.4.6 Cat-a-Cone
The Cat-a-Cone system [32], shown in Figure 13, integrates search and browsing of very
large category hierarchies with their associated text collection. The system works on the principle
of separating the graphical representation of the category hierarchies from the graphical
representation of the documents. This provides an interaction between browsing and searching by
associating documents with corresponding categories and hierarchical context.

The retrieved

documents are stored in a book representation along with a page of links to the category hierarchy
and document contents.

Figure 13. Cat-a-Cone Interface
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2.3.4.7 Envision
Envision [33], shown in Figure 14, represents the document space, retrieved from a search,
as a set of icons organized in a matrix representation along with an item summary showing a textual
listing of bibliographic information for selected icons. This graphical representation supports users
in deciding which works to view depending on user controllable attributes and physical positioning
in the matrix. Icons may represent single documents or groups of documents representing similar
attributes.

Figure 14. Envision Interface
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2.3.4.8 LightHouse
LightHouse [34], shown in Figure 15, combines traditional ranked lists with clustered
visualization. Documents are visualized as spheres and positioned in two dimensional space
proportionally to the inter-document similarity. Therefore, semantically similar spheres are located
close together and dissimilar spheres are located far apart. Ranked lists are used in a traditional
way to display how similar the documents are to the original query. The combination of the two
techniques provides additional information on how documents are related to each other.

Figure 15. LightHouse Interface
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III. Framework Analysis
In Chapter 2, background information on information retrieval techniques and systems was
presented to help understand the fundamentals of the problem of this thesis. In this chapter, the
emphasis moves away from these techniques and concentrates on the human cognitive side of
information retrieval. The purpose for this is to build a framework of conceptual design issues and
design corollaries that will guide the design methodology presented in Chapter 4. Therefore, this
chapter is presented in the following manner. Section 3.1 investigates the high level cognitive
strategies that are important in visual information retrieval and ends with a lower level summary of
these propositions. Section 3.2 takes a different approach and examines a case study on the usage
of an online information retrieval system. From this usage analysis, eleven design corollaries are
formulated which builds the requirements framework needed for Chapter 4.

3.1 Cognitive Strategies
There is an overriding intuition in graphical interfaces that more is better. This has led to a
long line of assumptions about technological advancements in visual systems that claim to provide
greater assistance in the cognitive tasks. Some of these assumptions are listed in [35] as:
•

Static pictures and diagrams are better than sentential representations.

•

Three-dimensional representations are better than two-dimensional ones.

•

Solid modeling is better than wire-frame modeling.

•

Color is better than black and white images.

•

Animated diagrams are more effective than static images.

•

Interactive graphics are better than non-interactive graphics.

•

Virtual reality is better than animation.
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Are these valid assumptions? Generalizations about advanced graphical techniques over
static or textual representations requires an understanding of the cognitive gain in providing more
explicit, dynamic or interactive representations of the information, however, these cannot be
assessed adequately from intuition alone. To be effective requires a number of independent factors
to be considered: the level of experience the user has with the graphical representation, the
knowledge domain, and the type of task. This suggests that evaluation of the merits of each
requires a theoretically driven analytic framework that takes into account the cognitive processing
that takes place when users interact with them. This is not well understood and accounts for why
many visualization techniques have performed poorly in ‘real world’ situations. Molitor et al. [36]
points out that a large number of studies have been concerned with the manipulation of the
graphical representation for highly specific situation, and success or failure of the graphical
representation is reported on how performance was affected. Winn [37] notes that it is difficult to
generalize this precisely because of the idiosyncrasies involved with each graphical representation.
Although these statements are not directed at visual information retrieval systems per se, the points
remain valid. Studies on the effectiveness of visual systems, such as [38] have failed to provide
support to claims that visual interfaces will outperform current traditional techniques.
This lack of graphical representation research on search strategies may be one reason why
many visual information retrieval systems lack a solid grounding in cognitive processing theory,
and why much of the empirical work has been centered on evaluation of ad hoc task specific
questions. The authors of [35] advocate an alternative approach:
We need to ask what is the nature of the relationship between graphical
representations and internal representations and to consider how graphical
representations are used when learning, solving problems and making inferences.
Such an enterprise means working towards a detailed description of cognitive
mechanisms.
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Cognitive sciences advocate a deeper understanding of the relationships between the
internal representations of visualizations, “knowledge in the head” [39][40], and external
representations of visualizations, “knowledge in the world”. Vera and Simon [41] stress that, “A
fundamental problem for cognitive modelers is to interleave internal and external states in order to
achieve naturalistic behavior.” This is a fundamental change in the way cognitive modeling is now
being approached and is of particular importance here since traditional techniques have always
been centered around adapting internal modeling processes to the external representations.

In the

words of [39][40], the “knowledge in the head” has never mapped naturally to the “knowledge in
the world”.

3.1.1 Cognitive Science in Visual Information Retrieval
The question now is how to bring a fundamentally new approach to the interaction of
internal and external representations into the field of information retrieval. To begin with, it is
necessary to understand the basic framework of external cognition [35]. Scaife and Rogers list four
central characteristics from which to explicate aspects of external cognition:
•

Computational offloading - refers to the extent to which different external
representations reduce the amount of cognitive effort required to solve
informationally equivalent problems.

•

Re-representation - refers to how different external representations, that have the
same abstract structure, make problem-solving easier or more difficult.

•

Graphical constraining - refers to the way graphical elements in a graphical
representation are able to constrain the kinds of inferences that can be made about the
underlying represented world.
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•

Temporal and spatial constraining – refers to the way different representations can
make relevant aspects of processes and events more salient when distributed over time
and space.

Computational offloading is directed at the efficiency of solving a particular problem
through direct perceptual recognition. If the perceptual models used are such that they must first be
mapped to internal representations, then the cognitive effort required is much greater than those that
are mapped directly. The use of well-known metaphors is an example of external representations
that provide greater mental efficiency through computation offloading. This plays an important
role in the selection of not only the graphical representations, but also the associated interaction and
manipulation models.
Re-representation is a direct result of the efficiency of computational offloading.
Representations that map closely to internal mental models are likely to provide greater efficiency
in the cognitive processing functions than those that are not, even though they essentially have the
same abstract structure. Zhang and Norman [42] provide an example of this by describing the
process of multiplication using Roman or Arabic numerals.

Both represent the same formal

structure, and both could be used to provide the same solution. For many, however, the decimal
system presents itself as an easier representation for manipulation. The difficulty is in knowing the
target audience and then making the correct assumptions as to which representations work
efficiently, and which do not. The idea is simple but the execution is enormously difficult. Can
end-users be grouped in an appropriate manner to facilitate this process and if so, what effect does
this have when they cannot?
Graphical constraining represents how the relationships between the graphical elements
and their representations map onto the problem space in such a way as to restrict (or enforce) the
interpretations that can be made. The aim here is to provide a tight coupling between the visual
display and the information retrieval domain space to maintain tractable inference.
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Temporal and spatial constraining of the external representations affects the cognitive
processes of mental comparison and evaluation, shifts in visual attention, mental simulation and the
appropriateness of proportional reasoning.

This is a critical characteristic in visual information

retrieval systems that attempt to constrain the temporal and spatial domains to further enhance the
ability of end-users to make correct judgments and inferences about the external representation.

3.1.1.1 The use of diagrams
Diagrams are a natural evolution from sentential displays for a number of reasons. First,
they provide simultaneous location information of objects and the inherent relationships between
them, which can then be easily tracked and maintained.

Second, they provide additional

information necessary for the solution of search tasks. This is generally not so with sentential
displays, which do not have the same external memory cues and must therefore force the user to
formulate this additional information explicitly. Third, diagrams have been shown to be effective in
maintaining a sense of how the problem is progressing. This too can be done with sentential
displays but again at the cost of explicitly formulating additional information, which results in
additional mental processing to maintain the same perceptions on the possible states of the problem.
Not all diagrams are equally effective in a particular situation. For example, Stenning
and Tobin [43] claim that Euler's Circles are more effective than three dimensional cube diagrams
in helping subjects solve logic problems because the geometrical constraints of the intersecting
circles represent the logical constraints much better. In this example, the circles represent an
effective use of graphical constraint, which limits the possible interpretations of the problem
thereby guiding towards the correct solution. This was identified by Stenning's and Oberlander’s
[44] theory of specificity, which postulates, “graphical representations such as diagrams limit
abstraction and thereby aid processibility”. This leads to a fundamental point that diagrams are
likely to be more effective in presenting a particular problem and a way of solving it than sentential
displays because they are less expressive and reduce indeterminacy.
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The implication now is that external representations can, and do, explicitly change the
nature of the task through graphical constraints. By limiting the permissible states of the problem,
through implicitly embedded rules, a form of cognitive offloading is achieved which allows greater
internal memory to be used to focus on the next state of the search process. For this to be true,
however, two factors are crucial in the construction of the external representation: the notation
(symbols, icons) and the visual organization that structures them.

The notation should be

appropriate, intuitive, and easily understood to reduce the need to translate between external and
internal representations.

The structure should use canonical forms that activate recognizable

‘readability rules’ [45] by cueing appropriate kinds of inferences in the reader.

3.1.1.2 Conceptual Design Issues
The work of Scaife and Rogers [35] can be summarized into five conceptual design issues
for graphical representations, of which four apply equally well for visual information retrieval
systems.

The applicable conceptual design issues, modified for use here, are listed as follows:
•

Explicitness and visibility – facilitate perceptual parsing and inference, by directing
attention to key components that are useful or essential for different stages of a
problem-solving or learning task.

•

Cognitive tracing and interactivity – support different kinds of cognitive tracing
(highlights or mark-ups) and levels of interactivity to test new configurations.

•

Ease of production – provide easy and intuitive creation or reproduction of external
representations through readily accessible support tools.

•

Combining external representations – use multiple external representations, such as
static diagrams and text, to enhance the cognitive process.
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3.1.2 Cognitive Propositions
Section 3.1.1 outlined the cognitive strategies that are important in shaping the design
methodology in Chapter 4. For clarity, the important issues from this section are summarized
below in the following twelve cognitive propositions:
Restrict the interpretations of the external model to enforce a tight coupling between it and
the information retrieval domain space.
Proposition 1: Use two-dimensional static displays to provide external memory cues while
maintaining graphical constraint.
Proposition 2: Maintain intuitive relationships between the graphical elements
Provide

computational

offloading

through

the

careful

selection

of

graphical

representations and the associated interaction and manipulation models.
Proposition 3: Use carefully selected metaphors.
Proposition 4: Provide a natural interaction model within the metaphoric environment.
Proposition 5: Support different kinds of cognitive tracing (highlights or mark-ups).
Proposition 6: Provide interactivity to test new configurations.
Proposition 7: Provide easy and intuitive creation or reproduction of external
representations.
Provide a graphical representation of the problem that maps closely to the internal mental
models of most users.
Proposition 8: Use graphic representations (symbols, icons and visual organizations)
intuitive to most users.
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Proposition 9: Use multiple external representations (static diagrams, text) to enhance
the cognitive process.
Constrain the temporal and spatial domains to enhance the correct inferences about the
external representations.
Proposition 10: Constrain visual attention shifts.
Proposition 11: Provide a tight couple between the temporal and spatial domain to
maintain consistent and progressive inferences about the representation.
Proposition 12: Direct attention to key components that are useful or essential for
different stages of the retrieval process.

3.2 Design through usage analysis
In the design and evaluation of any query interface, it is important to have a clear
understanding of the usage pattern expected and then design for the typical case. One method of
conducting usage analysis is through transaction logs where predetermined usage metrics are
collected over a period of time and then extracted for further analysis. This information on user
behavior can be extracted automatically (through summary statistics) or manually (through text
queries).

The former method allows for overall statistical results to guide certain usage

assumptions while the later allows for detailed examination of the semantic clues behind search
motivations and search strategies. Both are important to gain some insight into typical usage
patterns and the motivation behind them.
Although there is extensive literature on transaction log analysis of online public access
catalogs (OPACs), these techniques have only recently been applied to digital libraries. The reason
for this is that digital libraries are only just attaining usage levels suitable for log
analysis[46][47][48]. Typically, transaction log analysis is conducted over a relatively short time
period (such as a single day) and is based on a non subject-specific collection of documents. This
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tends to produce a diversity of results that are difficult to generalize for all users at all times. Of
more use here is the study conducted by [49], which differed in two significant ways. First, the
study was conducted over one years use, and second, the study was conducted on a subject-specific
collection, computer science technical reports.

This focus, both on the collection and the

demographics of its users, resulted in finer-grained details that can be used to base the design
criteria on. The caveat is that the study may be too specific to be used in a general case. The study
does indicate, however, that although these users may be considered “best case” users of online
search engines, given their familiarity with software and boolean logic, they experienced many of
the same difficulties in searching and dealing with query languages that are reported for the general
public.

3.2.1 Design Corollaries
The following section is dedicated to developing design corollaries based on the usage
analysis experiment conducted in [49]. These design corollaries will formulate the second part of
the analysis framework used to guide the design phase of this research outlined in Chapter 4. This
section is organized by particular outcomes that resulted from this experiment. Each outcome is
structured with a conclusion stated and a paragraph that summarizes the author’s findings that lead
to this conclusion. The paragraphs that follow the author’s conclusions describe how the particular
outcome relates to this research and then, the appropriate design corollaries are formulated.

3.2.1.1 Default Settings
Users rarely amend default settings.
The study indicated that given the opportunity to change default settings to tailor the
search to an individual, the user was not likely to do so. The user had the ability to change the
search model used, the proximity setting, case-sensitivity, stemming, and default result set size.
Although evidence of some tailoring did occur, the occurrence of such action was not frequent.
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Given that the target audience were ‘experienced users’, it is unlikely that this phenomenon would
be more frequent for a different select group.
This leads to the interpretation that users tend to accept whatever the defaults were set to.
For this reason, some statistical analysis may be required to determine what the default settings
should be for a particular target audience. Simply giving the flexibility to the user to change them
is not effective and should be avoided as a primary means of tailoring the search. This leads to the
first corollary:
Corollary 1: The default setting should be set a priori and determined statistically based
on user profiling.

3.2.1.2 Query Complexity
Queries tend to be short and simple
The average number of search terms over all the queries was found to be 2.43. Of this,
approximately 80% contained three or fewer terms and 98% contained six or fewer terms.
Additionally, users were unwilling to apply boolean logic to the search, possibly due to the added
complexity or restrictive nature of the query language.
This is consistent with other findings that suggest users tend to submit ad-hoc queries of
relatively few search terms [50][51]. An interesting point to note here is that TREC competitions,
such as [52], tend to evaluate retrieval engines with long queries (50-85 words) which provide
higher overall results because they are far more descriptive, however, they are not consistent with
typical usage patterns. Of note here is that any visual interface employed need not be constrained
to facilitating large and complex queries, instead it should be optimized around providing short and
simple query specifications.
Corollary 2: Optimize the interface around short and simple query specifications.
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3.2.1.3 Query Terms
Clusters of common query terms are apparent.
The study revealed that clusters of content bearing query terms became apparent and
accounted for 13.8% of the terms used. This was consistent with other studies on web search
engines and digital libraries, which also noted similar clusters of common search terms. The study
indicated that many of these terms appeared as portions of phrases in the queries (such as
“information retrieval”), which if used in isolation, would lead to false drops. The observation is
made that phrase searching should be an integral part of the search tool and that users should be
supported in constructing the proper phrases.
This leads to some important issues. First, the clusters of common search words are
significant and have the potential to play a major role in the search. These common words,
however, are domain specific and must first be identified for each target group of users. Doing this
well is a significant task in its self. Second, the terms tended to make up common phrases but were
not submitted properly (delimited by quotes) indicating that the tool must provide the ability to
seamlessly allow phrase specification and be able to efficiently process those phrases. Third,
knowledge of the common query terms opens up avenues for exploitation such as caching
document abstracts, thematic coding of the query terms into categories and/or introducing
predefined structure into the query.
Corollary 3: Identify the domain specific clusters of common search terms.
Corollary 4: Allow seamless phrase construction and efficient phrase processing.
Corollary 5: Use methods to exploit the most frequently used query terms.

3.2.1.4 Term Specificity
Users have difficulty selecting terms with the appropriate specificity.
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The query terms themselves were correlated against the documents in the expanded
collection. It was found that about one in twenty terms did not match any of the documents
returned, most of which were due to spelling mistakes and the rest due to personal or product names
or simply legitimate words that did not appear. At the other end of the scale, over 40% of the query
terms were matched by 1000 or more documents with 3% of the query terms matched by over half
of the collection. Therefore, the difficulty for the searcher was not that the terms could not be
found, but that the terms were not selected with the appropriate specificity. This is symptomatic of
the fact that users tend to specify the query in terms of broadly defining short queries, which tends
not to be descriptive enough to narrow down the resultant collection.
Given the reluctance of users to expend more time in the query formulation, the question
becomes whether overall results can be improved while still maintaining short query specifications.
Relevance feedback [53] and automatic term expansion [54] are two methods proven to remedy this
problem to some degree. Another interesting technique is the use of two simple constraints [55]
specifying the query as a list of topics (converted into a conjunct of disjuncts) and imposing a
subtopic-sized proximity constraint over the boolean constraint. In any case, term specificity is a
significant problem and should be addressed by the search tool.
Corollary 6: Provide automated assistance to improve term specificity.

3.2.1.5 Erroneous Queries
A high percentage of malformed or erroneous queries are submitted.
The study defined a failed search as one that matched no documents in the collection (or
zero hits).

Although the converse is not true, the ‘failed’ search as defined, does identify the

extreme case of an unsuccessful search. The study concluded that 10.5% of all submitted queries
returned zero hits, with an average of 2.4 terms for the boolean query and 1.2 terms for the Ranked
query. Of the ranked queries that returned zero hits, approximately 73% of them contained a
quoted phrase. This indicates that a phrase search for the ranked query is less likely to be matched
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than an unquoted set of terms. Note that the experiment removed syntactically incorrect queries
prior to being entered into the transaction log, so these were not considered.
There are some points worth mentioning here. First, no attempt was made to measure
‘failure’ at the satisfaction or motivational level of the user. Instead, the experiment followed the
definition of previous studies to measure a failed search as ‘zero hits’. So in essence, the measure
is not of semantic or syntactic correctness of the query, but rather a measure of the application
specific rules for structuring queries. Second, as mentioned previously, the low term count of the
query again indicates a correlation between poor specificity of the query and a failed search. This
leads back to corollary 6 defined above. Third, phrase searching results in a very specific search.
The fact that no hits are found on a particular phrase may not always be indicative of a ‘failure’, but
rather a refinement process to ultimately a successful search. Therefore corollary 4 above remains
valid.
This discussion does raise an important point, which leads into the next corollary. A
significant proportion of submitted queries are unsuccessful due to poor user understanding, or
familiarity, with the search application. This can be alleviated in a combination of two ways:
provide user training, which is not always applicable, and/or design the application to be inherently
intuitive and user friendly.

The second point refers to mapping the external representation

successfully from the internal representation to reduce the cognitive translation that needs to occur.
This extension should allow a more natural interaction model and therefore reduce the element of
unfamiliarity, which leads to the problems discussed here.
Corollary 7: Provide interaction models that naturally extend internal representations
thereby reducing cognitive overloading.

3.2.1.6 User Sessions
Users submit few sequences of queries, spend short periods searching and are unlikely to
repeat the visit.
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The results of the usage patterns of users on the NZDL library are interesting. The study
revealed that one fifth (21.51%) of the user sessions did not submit a query. Just over half of the
sessions (51.68%) submitted only one or two queries. Slightly more than one fifth (21.69%)
submitted three to six queries and 5.12% submitted seven or more queries. The average number of
queries issued per session was 2.04. The length of the session revealed that 29.16% lasted less than
one minute, 54.34% lasted five or fewer minutes and 66.43% lasted ten minutes or less. The
number of repeat visitors to the site amounted to only one quarter of the total user base, indicating
that three quarters of the users, who no doubt contributed to a significant proportion of the one or
fewer query submittal, did not return over the full year of testing.
This has some interesting points and alarming consequences. First though, it is important
to note that these results will differ from system to system especially between web and non-web
based applications. It is expected that motivational trends in users of other applications would
follow typical usage patterns such as these, so these results are useful here in providing general
guidelines.
The first result indicates that not only do users not expend time in the development of
queries, but they also do not expend time in refining the query to provide better results. In fact, the
most common scenario was the submittal of a few short queries resulting in no documents being
reviewed.

This suggests that many users abandon their query process prior to having their

information need satisfied. The second set of results reveals that users make rapid judgments as to
the usefulness of the retrieval system. If the attention of a user cannot be maintained through
effective retrieval, then users are likely to terminate the search prematurely.

The last result

indicates that not only is the window of opportunity to fulfill the needs of the user very short but
once a user leaves, he is not likely to return.
These general usage patterns provide some useful indicators to apply to this research.
What is needed here is an application capable of exploring search schemas in an automatic or semiautomatic fashion that is triggered on simple and concise queries. The underlying reasoning here is
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to open up as much of the collection space as possible, quickly and concisely, with minimal input
from the user. This will promote further interest in the search and hopefully lead to additional
exploration by the user. Further, the query reduction and expansion must be achieved intuitively,
unobtrusively and almost as a natural extension of the interaction with the interface.

Done

effectively, the retrieval application may provide useful information almost immediately, which
should help address some of the observations mentioned above. This leads to the next corollary.
Corollary 8: Exploit automatic and semi-automatic schema expansion and allow for
exploration and substantiation of such schemas.

3.2.1.7 Query Refinement
Users refine their query.
An analysis of consecutive queries reveals that the majority (66.37%) of the queries issued
by users had at least one term (a word or a phrase) in common with the previous query. Most often,
queries had one or two terms in common (22.56% and 23.08%), some had three terms in common
(11.34%) and 9.39% had four or more terms in common. The authors of the experiment go on to
say that given that the average number of terms within a query is 2.5, and only a fifth of queries
contain four or more terms, it is likely that the query refinement occurs in small incremental steps.
Users will tend to make minor changes by adding a new term, or altering the existing terms.
So effective and efficient query refinement needs to be addressed.

The refinement

process, both restrictive and widening, need not be a complex autonomous operation but rather a
mutable, incremental and basic one.

Importantly, these changes are a common activity and

simplicity of change will be the key to efficiency.
Corollary 9: Allow mutable, incremental and basic query refinement.
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3.2.1.8 Result Viewing
Few, if any, documents are viewed from the returned list and those that are can be found
at the top of the list.
Interestingly, the majority (64.2%) of the queries did not lead to users viewing document
content, 19% resulted in one document being viewed, 12.7% viewed two, three or four documents
and only 5% viewed five or more from the list. The study went on to investigate the length of the
queries of those with documents viewed against those with none viewed and it was found that the
length of the query was not necessarily a factor in whether users viewed any of the results
documents. When users did view documents, 12.7% of the documents viewed were at the top of
the result list (most common), 6.8% of the documents viewed were second on the list (next most
common) and 73.2% of the documents viewed were found in the top 25 positions in the list.
The results discussed are particularly interesting. A majority of the queries did not lead to
a document being viewed for its content. This could be the result of poor specificity from short
submitted queries providing a ranked list of essentially non-relevant documents, in which case the
query did not return a meaningful set. Or alternatively, it could be that the granularity of the
document summary was insufficient to present information about the document that the user may
have found relevant. If this is the case, then it is clear that the user is not willing to expend the time
to discover the information in this way. In either case, the results suggest that users are not
necessarily interested in large lists of documents returned from the search and that they essentially
trust the application to rank the documents well and provide accurate summary representations even
when queries are short and non-specific. It is unlikely that users expend the time to confirm the
validity of this assumption explicitly but rather, this is done implicitly when their information need
is not satisfied.
The implications of the last paragraph indicate that along with corollary 8, which can help
with defining appropriate specificity of the query, large lists of documents returned do not
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necessarily add value to the search process. Also, when summary information is provided with the
list of documents, this becomes the primary distinguishing criteria for relevance and not the
information in the document itself. This leads to the following corollaries.
Corollary 10: Provide high level details initially, and lower levels of detail on demand.
Corollary 11: The details provided at each level should be the most accurate
representation possible of the subsequent level without compromising
clarity.

3.3 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to build an analysis framework to guide the design phase
of this research that follows. The chapter was presented in two distinct sections. The first section
outlined the cognitive strategies important in bridging the gap between the internal and external
representations of the mental models. The second section approached the problem with a different
view by defining design corollaries based on the usage patterns of real people in a real
environment. Both sections define the requirements framework required, which is summarized in
Table 1 and Table 2 for clarity.
Cognitive
Propositions

Proposition 1
Proposition 2
Proposition 3
Proposition 4
Proposition 5
Proposition 6
Proposition 7
Proposition 8
Proposition 9
Proposition 10
Proposition 11
Proposition 12

Use two-dimensional static displays to provide external memory cues while maintaining
graphical constraint.
Maintain intuitive relationships between the graphical elements.
Use carefully selected metaphors.
Provide a natural interaction model within the metaphoric environment.
Support different kinds of cognitive tracing (highlights or mark-ups).
Provide interactivity to test new configurations.
Provide easy and intuitive creation or reproduction of external representations.
Use graphic representations (symbols, icons and visual organizations) intuitive to most
users.
Use multiple external representations (static diagrams, text) to enhance the
cognitive process.
Constrain visual attention shifts.
Provide a tight couple between the temporal and spatial domain to maintain
consistent and progressive inferences about the representation.
Direct attention to key components that are useful or essential for different
stages of the retrieval process.

Table 1. Cognitive Propositions
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Design Corollaries
Corollary 1
Corollary 2
Corollary 3
Corollary 4
Corollary 5
Corollary 6
Corollary 7
Corollary 8
Corollary 9
Corollary 10
Corollary 11

Default setting should be set a priori and determined statistically based on
user profiling.
Optimize the interface around short and simple query specifications.
Identify the domain specific clusters of common search terms.
Allow seamless phrase construction and efficient phrase processing.
Use methods to exploit the most frequently used query terms.
Provide automated assistance to improve term specificity.
Provide interaction models that naturally extend internal representations thereby
reducing cognitive overloading.
Exploit automatic and semi-automatic schema expansion and allow for exploration
and substantiation of such schemas.
Allow mutable, incremental and basic query refinement.
Provide high level details initially, and lower levels of detail on demand.
The details provided at each level should be the most accurate
representation possible of the subsequent level without compromising
clarity.

Table 2. Design Corollaries
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IV. Design Methodology
The previous chapter explored the conceptual design propositions from a heuristic
cognitive standpoint and defined some useful corollaries based on the observed interaction between
users and a typical digital library. This chapter outlines the development of a novel information
retrieval technique based on these design issues. The first two sections lead into a discussion on
visual cues and dimensions. The third section outlines the design methodology for the visual
information retrieval technique being developed. The final section discusses some additional
techniques that may be added to improve interactivity with the new visual model.

4.1 Visual Cues
Currently there are two schools of thought in the information retrieval arena. The first is
by far the oldest and most traditional method and the one that has enjoyed the most success. It
represents the documents of a retrieval set in a single dimensional textual list, ranked and sorted by
a particular retrieval model. Those that follow this discipline believe that the advancements are to
be had in manipulating retrieval engines and following linguistic guidelines to extract inherent
meaning from the written language. The second school of thought recognizes that one of the
greatest benefits of data visualization is the human ability to rapidly interpret very large quantities
of information and, with experience, draw conclusions from visual patterns. To this end many two,
three, and multi dimensional displays have emerged, each with the promise of greater success than
their predecessor.

Those that follow this discipline do so with some caution.

While visual

techniques have promised a lot to the information retrieval community, they have yet to deliver a
solution that is satisfactory to main-stream users. There are many reasons why this may be so, of
which the learning curve required to learn the new technique, the user reluctance to do so based on
a perception of limited gain and the subsequent poor results achieved in real world testing, are but a
few. Whatever the reason, the benefits of visual cues for problem solving are undeniable and worth
exploring.
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4.2 Visual Dimensions
Three-dimensional (3D) displays are generally well suited for displaying physical data
rather than abstract data. This is simply because of the smooth projections that occur naturally with
physical data are not guaranteed to occur with abstract data. Human visual systems essentially
draw from two-dimensional (2D) images to recreate the perspective, but this creates inevitable
occlusion and the user must change the perspective to bring the occluded areas into view, at the cost
of removing some information from the visible to the occluded area. Abstract data provides
discontinuities that do not lend themselves to smooth 3D displays. Complex navigational
requirements are also a concern with 3D displays, which tend to require either dedicated hardware
(trackball, joysticks) or complex mouse motions.
Cognitive proposition 1 from Chapter 3 provided guidance on the selection of the visual
dimension. The proposition identified the need to provide visual memory cues for the user while
maintaining graphical constraint on the representation. Some of the problems of not constraining
the representation (such as occlusion discussed above) can have a negative impact in the
representation of the problem space. Therefore, a 2D static display has been used as the foundation
for the visual display in this research.

4.3 Design Methodology
This section is dedicated to the step-wise development of a new visual information
retrieval technique. It begins by defining the structure of a simple query and how the relationships
and spatial positioning of the retrieved information is visualized against this structure. Then, query
manipulation and the visualization of more complex nested queries are discussed. Finally, ontology
models are introduced and integrated into the visual technique to provide automatic schema
expansion.
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4.3.1 The Simple Query
4.3.1.1 Query Specification
Corollaries 2, 4 and 9 provide some guidance when designing a system to specify queries.
First, the specification of the query phrase should be seamlessly integrated into the visual system
and provide the user with an efficient and natural input mechanism. Perhaps the most natural of
inputs for users today is a text input typed from the keyboard. Therefore, the system should
provide an input mechanism of this kind that seems naturally connected to the visual display. This
requires a transformation between a natural language sentence and the visual structure.

Second,

the system should be optimized around short and simple query specifications. That is, enhanced
clarity should be targeted at queries with two or three key terms, perhaps up to six, but with the
ability to extend this as necessary. Third, the basic query should be easily mutable. That is,
broadening or narrowing of the query should be a natural extension of the query specification
process. In a text-based interface, this is achieved by either adding an additional word (or words) at
the appropriate location in the phrase, (for narrowing of the query) or deleting a word (or words) in
the phrase (for broadening of the query). The visual system should provide a mechanism to do the
same operations with the same relative ease.

4.3.1.2 Visualizing the Simple Query
From the above paragraph, the underlying visual structure for the query must be able to
display the query phrase in an intuitive fashion and be capable of mutable operations without loss
of structure. Perhaps the simplest of shapes that will serve this purpose is the circle. The circle
provides a simple uncluttered view that is capable of displaying nodes (or key index terms)
symmetrically with optimal spacing. The nodes are simply spaced at

2πni
where ni indicates the
N

position of the key index term and N is the number of index terms to be displayed. The obvious
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benefit of the circle here is that the structure does not change as N changes, hence it will support a
mutable query phrase.
The query phrase can be specified as a typed written sentence, which is then broken into
keyword nodes.

These nodes can be placed symmetrically around the circle to represent the

keywords of the query.

This is an example of how multiple external representations (static

diagrams and text) are used in conjunction to enhance the overall representation of the problem, the
basis of proposition 9 from Chapter 3. An example of this is shown below in Figure 16. Using this
view, the query can be broadened by removing nodes from the structure, or narrowed by adding
nodes to the structure.
The bombing of the world trade center

Figure 16. Structure of a simple query

One particular problem with the circle is the finite number of nodes that can be displayed
by the structure. The trivial case is when N=1. Although the structure supports this, no discernable
relationship information can be displayed (see next section). From section 3.2.1.2, the case when
N=6 represented 98% of the queries processed. That is, only 2% of the queries exceeded this case.
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The case of N=10 is still quite discernable, as shown in Figure 17 below. Although it is possible to
display queries where N>10, the limiting factor here becomes discerning the relationship
information and not the structure itself. This will be explained further in the next section.

Figure 17. Examples of Simple Queries

4.3.2 Visualizing Relationships
4.3.2.1 Coding
Coding of the documents returned allows users to rely on their visual reasoning skills to
quickly discern the relationships between the icons (or documents) and the keyword nodes of the
structure. The key here is to identify coding principles that are understood by most users, that is,
the symbols, icons and their visual organizations are intuitive and familiar.

As well, the

relationship between the graphical elements must also be intuitive if information is to be inferred
from this relationship. This was identified in propositions 2 and 8 from Chapter 3. Spoerri’s
InfoCrystal [25] uses simple geometrical shapes such as rectangles, triangles and squares to
represent a collection of documents with a specific set of keyword relationships and spatial
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positioning to indicate a particular characteristic of that relationship. The coding principles used by
Spoerri fit well into this technique because not only are geometrical shapes (and the number of
sides that make up that shape) an inherent part of early childhood learning and therefore familiar to
all, the circle represents an element of this set which maintains some consistency in the
representation. As well, the spatial relationship between the icons and the nodes, that is, the closer
the icon is to the node the greater the influence that node has on the icon, is also a familiar concept
since it represents a basic physical phenomenon.
The following is a list of the coding principles used in this research:
•

Shape - Initially introduced by A. Spoerri’s InfoCrystals, the shape of the icon
indicates the number of keyword nodes that the contents are associated with. That is,
a circle can show relationship to one node, a rectangle to two, triangle to three, square
to four and so on.

•

Proximity – The closer the icon resides to a node, the stronger is the relationship
between the icon and that node.

•

Size – The greater the size, the higher the ranking of the icon.

•

Text – A number resides next to each icon to indicate the number of documents
associated with the icon. The node can also display a number to indicate how many
documents are associated with the node.

•

Color – Color is used to show information on demand such as which icons are
associated to a particular node or group of nodes, which icons have previously been
investigated, and so on.

•

Shading – Regions are shaded to show which combinations of nodes are related to the
icon.
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An example of some of these coding techniques in use is shown in Figure 18. The first
row shows the icon relationship to the nodes through shape, proximity and shading. Both Figure
18(a) and 18(b) show approximately equal weighting of keyword terms, whereas Figure 18(c)
shows a heavier weighting on the node ‘trade’ with equal weighting of the terms ‘world’ and
‘center’. Spatial positioning is investigated in more detail in the following section. The second row
shows an example of coding by color. Figure 18(d) shows two nodes, ‘bombing’ and ‘world’
selected. The blue icons indicate that they are completely matched by the two selected nodes, the
green icons show icons that are only partially matched by the selected nodes and the black icons
show no matching to the selected nodes. Figure 18(e) uses color in a different way, this time to
show state history of the icon. The icon color changes to indicate which have been previously
investigated, and which have not.

Figure 18. Demonstration of some coding techniques used
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4.3.2.2 Spatial Positioning
The vector Model was used as the information retrieval search engine primarily because of
its simplicity in design and high recall ratios achieved. That aside, it provides a convenient tool to
apply two-dimensional spatial positioning on individual documents because essentially, they are
vectored into position. The equation that achieves this was described in Chapter 2 and is shown
below for clarity:
t

sim(d j , q ) =

∑w

i, j

i =1

t

∑w
i =1

2
i, j

*

* wi ,q
t

( 16 )

∑w
j =1

2
i ,q

In this case, the sim(dj,q) represents the similarity value for document dj when applied to query q.
The result is a single value that can be used to rank documents in a descending relevance list. Of
more importance here, is how each keyword index weight can be broken down into normalized
vector components as shown below:

α i, j =
where

wi , j × wi ,q

( 17 )

max l wl

α i , j represents

the normalized scalar vector component i of document dj and

max l wl is the maximum value over all components.
The question now is how to apply the scalar components to a vectored position. A simple
but effective technique is to consider each node, ni, to have an attractive force equal to its
normalized scalar component. The icon then settles at the position of equilibrium between these
nodes. This can be visualized simply by considering the icon being connected to each node via
invisible springs with a tension equal to the attractive force. The icon will rest at the point were the
resultant force is zero.
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There are two points worth mentioning with this spatial positioning technique. First, only
relative strength relationships are visible. Consider figure 18(a) above. The position of the icon
indicates an equal attractive force between ‘fundamentalist’ and ‘groups’, but there is no indication
of relative strength of this force. Therefore, this technique must be supplemented with additional
coding to provide a visual cue on absolute strength. This is achieved by incorporating size coding
to represent absolute strength of the attractive force. This is easily implemented by relating size to

∑a

i, j

, but note the complication. Now documents with exact term relationships and spatial

positioning, but different size must now be either differentiated or ignored. That is, either multiple
icons of different sizes will try and occupy the same space, or only one icon will exist but the
ranking information of the document is lost. Since trying to map many icons to the same space
cannot work, for obvious visual clarity issues, the documents must be grouped into a single icon
where the size of the icon represents the highest ranked document within the icon collection. This
solution works for the following reasons. First, icons can still be compared against each other to
determine the rank order, the only occlusion occurring is the exact number of documents that are
ranked higher in one icon compared to that of another. Second, documents are still in rank order
within the icon so document level ranking is not lost just relative ranking across the whole
collection. Third, the probability of this occurring reduces significantly as the order of the shape
increases and as the order of the shape increases so does the probability that the ranking will be
higher. In other words, higher-ranking documents tend to be located in icons with diminishing
collection sizes.
The second point worth mentioning is that there is no immediate cue to which nodes
provide an attractive force to the spatial positioning of the icon, and which do not. Again, an
additional coding technique has to be included here. The technique used by A. Spoerri was to align
each icon such that the faces pointed to the nodes of influence. This would have only limited
success here, since the shape of the icon would have to be determined not only by the number of
nodes causing influence on the icon, but also the spatial positioning of that icon. The more
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complex the relationship, the harder it is to discriminate the relationships in play. For this reason,
this technique was not used. Instead, an object-in-focus technique is used. The icon in focus
develops a shaded polygon with each vertex represented by a node having a positive influence on
the position of the icon. In this way, the user can not only discriminate which nodes have influence
on the icon, but also gains clarity about the relative positioning of the icon to each of these nodes.
Figure 18(a) thru 18(c) shows this technique.

4.3.2.3 C-Factor
As the number of documents being mapped to the two-dimensional structure increases,
two effects become more prominent. First, and perhaps most obvious is that the clutter of icons
rapidly increases to the point that individual icons can no longer be distinguished from one another.
The second point is that icons, regardless of the nodes influencing their position, can be mapped to
the same spatial point. In this case, without a third dimension, the icons would perfectly overlap
each other causing occlusion.
A natural progression to this problem is to represent groups of documents (repositories)
within single icons instead of an individual document representation. However, care must be taken
to maintain the integrity of the icon representation. To do this, the merging of a document into an
icon is forced to obey the following simple rule:
Document dj can merge into Icon Im containing document dk iff

∑

t
i =1

α i , j φ i ,m = ∑i =1α i ,k φ i ,m whereα i , j ,α i ,k > 0

where

t

( 18 )

φ i,m represents the angle from the position of Icon Im to node ni

This merging rule groups documents into icons that have identical term relationships and
spatial positioning and excludes those that don’t. Icon occlusion is not completely prevented using
this method, however, the probability of two documents with differing relationship criterions being
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spatially mapped to the same exact point is significantly less than that of two documents with the
same relationship criterions.
The problem of icon clutter remains even with the grouping scheme discussed above. This
is simply because only perfect matches in relative relationships can be grouped. To alleviate this
problem, a neighborhood zone around each existing icon is defined. If a document containing the
same nodal relationships as an existing icon is placed within this icon’s neighborhood zone, then
the document can be merged as before. This essentially reduces the restrictions of the document
merging rule above to incorporate near hits. The merging rule therefore becomes:

∑

t
i =1

α i , jφ i , m − ∑ i =1 α i , k φ i , m ≤ r
t

( 19)

whereα i , j , α i ,k > 0
and r is the radius of the neighborhood zone.
The size of the neighborhood zone is known here as the C-Factor, for the consolidation of
icons. The diagram in Figure 19 shows an example with and without the use of neighborhood
zones. The use of neighborhood zones does distort the spatial positioning of the documents but
individual fidelity is traded for clarity. It is not expected that this loss in fidelity will significantly
alter the users ability to reason about the relationships of the documents to the nodes. It will,
however, increase the repository size of the icon (number of documents merged into a single icon)
as less and less detail is displayed. This is congruent to corollary 10 and 11 of the previous chapter,
which identified that higher-level details should initially be displayed in the most accurate
representation possible and that lower levels of detail should be displayed on demand without
compromising clarity. Details on demand will be discussed further in a subsequent section of this
chapter.
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Figure 19. The Effect of Neighborhood Zoning of Icons

4.3.3 Physicalization
Before the mechanics of query manipulation are examined, it is worth digressing for a
short time to discuss propositions 3 and 4 from Chapter 3. These propositions suggest that the
environment in which the user is immersed in should be crafted around carefully selected
metaphors, and the interaction within this environment should be a natural extension of the
metaphors chosen. By doing this, the cognitive load of translating between the internal mental
model and the external representation is reduced, and the interaction becomes a natural extension of
the problem.
The circular structure can be viewed as an information bubble, that represents the query
construct. The nodes, representing the keywords of the query, can be viewed as the orbs suspended
tangentially at the surface of the bubble providing the attractive forces that are applied to the
internal contents. The contents (termed icons) are suspended in equilibrium within the bubble and
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do so according to the attraction of the orbs. Submitting a query creates an environment at
equilibrium. Changing the environment, such as bursting or creating new orbs or bubbles causes
the equilibrium to change to reflect the new state.

4.3.4 Manipulating the query
The concept of corollary 9 is to allow queries to be mutable in an incremental manner.
This reflects the nature of the search pattern of users when submitting queries to an information
retrieval system. That is, users begin by specifying a query (query creation), and then adapt the
query in an incremental narrowing and broadening fashion (query refinement) until the resultant
document set matches that of the users need. This technique is typically used in an exploratory
fashion since the user is generally disassociated with the contents of the collection and must
therefore ‘learn’ how to formulate the question to retrieve the appropriate results.
The query is manipulated interactively within the environment. To construct a query, a
bubble is created and orbs are placed around the bubble at an equidistant position maintaining
equilibrium. Icons are created as the query is submitted and drift to their equilibrium positions
within the bubble. To narrow the query (increase term specificity), users add additional keywords.
Adding additional orbs to the bubble, which causes new icon sets to be created and new equilibrium
points to be found, does this. To broaden the query (decrease term specificity) users remove
keywords.

Removing orbs from the bubble, which again creates a new icon set and new

equilibrium points to be found, does this. The same can be said for the bubbles themselves. To
remove whole queries, the bubble can be removed by ‘bursting’ the structure, and to add whole
queries, new bubbles can be created.
In the next section, the creation of complex nested queries is described in some detail. For
now, this concept will be described metaphorically as additional bubbles attaching themselves to
existing bubbles at the point of an orb. At this finite point of contact between two bubbles, the
contents of the icons that have some attraction to the orb are free to pass through the node into the
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next bubble. In reality, the contents (documents) do not migrate but rather replicate and then
undergo a transformation into new icons. The point of this may be subtle but is significant. This
provides a filtering mechanism across the nesting of the queries. The point of nesting defines the
filtering characteristic. Again, this is defined in more detail in the next section. For now, it is
enough to say that the new nested bubbles have the same interactive characteristics as previously
described, however, they exhibit a hierarchical influence on the lower level nesting.

4.3.5 Visualizing complex nested queries
The knowledge crystallization process introduced in Chapter 2 essentially defines the
process in which one person gathers information for some purpose, makes sense of it by
constructing a representational framework or schema, and then packages it into some form of
communication or action. If the data does not fit the current schema, then the search continues for a
better schema, all-the-while removing non-relevant data through the abstraction process. The
problem is how one visualizes the schema relevant to the search at hand. For a single dimensional
textual interface, the schemas are stored in the users cognitive thoughts, which for all but the
simplest of problems, soon becomes overwhelming due to cognitive overloading. Perhaps the most
fundamental argument for a visual system is the ability to visualize these schemas and provide this
much needed cognitive off-loading.
Schemas are a partial representation of structure nested on a particular object.
instance, consider the boolean query below:
Query:

Fruit OR A OR B
Where A => Vegetable (Carrot OR Potato)
And

B => Cereal(Wheat)

The nested query would be shown as:
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For

Query:

Fruit OR Vegetable (Carrot OR Potato) OR Cereal (Wheat)

Where Vegetable and Cereal pertain to a particular schema.

In this particular case, the nesting points are ‘Vegetable’ and ‘Cereal’, that is, a schema
defines a structure below each of these objects.

Figure 20 shows how these schemas are

incorporated into the bubble structure previously described.

“Fruit OR Vegetable
(Carrot OR Potato)
OR Cereal (Wheat)”

1 „w

rannt

Figure 20. Representation of a simple schema

The diagram above clearly defines a root query (Fruit OR Vegetable OR Cereal) and two
schemas (Vegetable – Carrot OR Potato: Cereal – Wheat).

Returning to the knowledge

crystallization process described earlier, a person could now investigate each schema independently
or as a whole, manipulate them through incremental query changes (adding or removing orbs) or
create new schemas (adding or removing bubbles) depending on where the exploratory path takes
them.

4.3.5.1 The Boolean Filter
In the above paragraphs it was shown how schemas could be developed by combining
bubbles at the point an orb is located. This concept was shown using a simple boolean example.
However, icons are located within the bubbles using a vector model and not through boolean
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operators. In this section, this concept is explored further to explain how the two models can be
fused together to provide an effective hybrid model.
One of the biggest criticisms of the vector model is that words are treated as pair-wise
independent, which in many cases is not realistic. Consider the terms ‘White House’. If the terms
are considered independent, then the returned document set is not likely to be of much value to the
user. Now consider terms physically separated but still not independent. An example of this might
be ‘President Reagan Wife’. It is likely that a document having some information about President
Reagan’s wife would contain all three words, but proximity matching may not help here. The
boolean model would help in this situation, however, this model is too restrictive and there is no
provision for ranking. Mixing the boolean and vector method provides a viable solution.
Consider the following example. A person wishes to discover what information the
collection has on the presidents of the United States, and if possible, something about their wife. At
the beginning of the search, the names of the presidents of interest are unknown, so the query
shown in Figure 21 is issued:

“President of the
United States”
State

Figure 21.Boolean Filter Example – Step 1

As the browsing and searching continues, it turns out that Presidents Reagan, Truman and
Kennedy are of particular interest and the schema of Figure 22 is created.
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“President (Reagan, Truman,
Kennedy) of the United States”

Figure 22. Boolean Filter Example – Step 2

In this case, only the documents matching (UNITED OR STATES OR (UNITED AND
STATES)) NOT PRESIDENT are excluded from replicating to the above bubble. Visually, this is
seen as the documents lying on the line connecting the orbs ‘United’ and ‘States’. All other
documents are replicated and make up the document set for the second bubble. The vector model is
again executed across this document set and the icon collection is created and placed accordingly.
Now documents with PRESIDENT AND NOT (REAGAN OR TRUMAN OR KENNEDY) are
trapped at the connecting orb ‘President’. All other documents are placed into icons that show
some relationship to the schema of interest.

Information about these presidents can now be

investigated in this second bubble with greater confidence of relevance than a search on REAGAN,
TRUMAN or KENNEDY alone. To continue this example, information about the respective wives
is now sought, so the schema develops as shown in Figure 23.
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“President (Reagan (Wife),
Truman (Wife), Kennedy
(Wife)) of the United States”

Figure 23. Boolean Filter Example – Step 3

Again, the documents found in the left most bubble now contain the words ‘President’ and
‘Reagan’, and only those that have the word ‘Wife’ will be placed away from the connecting orb.
What is immediately obvious is that the number of documents reduces quickly as the document sets
filter through each node. This potentially reduces the number of documents that need to be
searched in further detail. Investigating the new schema bubbles reveals that the name of President
Reagan’s wife is Nancy, there are no references to President Truman’s wife and President
Kennedy’s wife is Jackie. This information is now included into the schema as shown in Figure 24.
Now, the documents found in the left most bubble have the words ‘President’, ‘Reagan’
and ‘Wife’ and these documents are ranked according to the vector model on the query ‘Wife
Nancy’. In this example, the three documents found in this bubble all refer to Nancy Reagan, the
wife of President Reagan.
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“President (Reagan
(Wife(Nancy)), Truman (Wife),
Kennedy (Wife(Jackie)) of the
United States”

Figure 24. Boolean Filter Example – Step 4

This technique looks promising, but a couple of problems need to be addressed. First,
relevant documents may prematurely be excluded through the boolean filtering stages. In the
example above, documents that reference Nancy Reagan may never make the left most circles if the
terms ‘President and Wife’ do not appear. This is indicative of the restrictions that accompany the
boolean model, however, this can be overcome by adapting the bubbles appearing further up in the
schema hierarchy. For example, the terms ‘Nancy Reagan’ can be added to the root query,
investigated, and then removed accordingly. This essentially switches between the boolean model
and the vector search models as needed. Second, it may not be clear which term to filter on. For
instance, say the query was “President in the White House”. A bubble ‘House’ could be added to
‘White’ or ‘White’ to ‘House’ however, this is somewhat non-intuitive. Perhaps a better technique
is to allow filtering on proximity terms or phrase matching. This is investigated further in the next
section.
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4.3.5.2 The Proximity Filter
The proximity filter is included here as an extension to the boolean filter, where instead of
a single term to filter on, a phrase or collection of terms may be used. In the previous paragraph,
the query: “President in the White House” was given as an example. In this case, the terms ‘White’
and ‘House’ are explicitly linked and should not be considered independent terms. It would make
no sense to filter on the term ‘White’ or ‘House’ alone, so the query is translated to a single bubble
with two orbs, ‘President’ and ‘White House’. Documents replicated through the latter orb must
contain the phrase ‘White House’ and not just the terms ‘White’ and ‘House’. An example of this
is shown in Figure 25.
This concept can be extended again to include terms within a specified proximity of each
other. For instance, ‘Computer Network’ with a specified proximity distance of one, would allow
documents containing the phrase ‘Computer Support Networks’ to be replicated through the orb.
To visualize this, a period between the terms would specify the proximity distance, for instance
‘Computer .. Network’ would specify the proximity distance as two, ‘Computer … Network’ as
three and so on.

“President ‘White House’
(Security Protocol)”

Figure 25.Proximity Filter Example
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4.3.6 Interaction
With any medium to large scale collection size, one of the most important considerations
is how best to hide details and provide high level abstract views of the data initially, yet provide an
intuitive interaction model that allows the user to ‘drill down’ into the data until the primitive view
of the data is reached (the document itself). Previous sections described how grouping could be
achieved using neighborhood zoning and in doing so the initial exploratory view was kept
uncluttered. In the next section, this exploration is broken down into three distinct environments:
(1) the exploratory view, the overall view of the collection based on the created schemas, (2) the
icon view, the environment to explore the repository collection of an icon, and (3) the document
view. The next section is dedicated to explaining the overall interaction model, and the individual
environments.

4.3.6.1 Overview
It is clear that without icon grouping the abstract view of the document collection would
become overwhelming and the selection of an individual document from this view would be
difficult. For this reason icon grouping was introduced to allow clusters of documents with the
same relational positioning to be grouped together.

This was extended further to include

neighborhood zoning in which documents with ‘nearly the same’ relational positioning could also
be drawn into a nearby grouping. Now the initial exploratory view has been de-cluttered but at the
expense of larger grouping sizes. This creates a need to be able to interact with the icon repository
collection to eventually reach a document to view.
Before proceeding with the design methodology of the interaction model, it is worth
considering propositions 10, 11 and 12 from Chapter 3.
Proposition 10: Constrain visual attention shifts.
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Proposition 11: Provide a tight couple between the temporal and spatial domain
to maintain consistent and progressive inferences about the
representation.
Proposition 12: Direct attention to key components that are useful or essential
for different stages of the retrieval process.
These propositions provide guidance in how the interaction model is to be crafted. In
summary, to maintain a consistent cognitive flow the exploratory view should change: (1) only if it
provides a meaningful extension to the browsing process, (2) only at the right time and place, and
(3) should maintain the attention of where the view came from.
To achieve this goal, the interaction model is limited to three distinct environments: the
exploratory view, the icon view and the document view. The exploratory view provides the
overview of the document collection depicted by the schemas that are defined. That is, not all
documents are seen at all times, but only those that fit into the current need of the user. The icon
view provides a means to further explore the repository collection of an icon. The obvious
interaction link between the exploratory view and the icon view is the icon itself, so by selecting the
icon the user moves from the exploratory view to the icon view. Note that this is consistent with
the guidance from the propositions above since, by selecting the icon, the user has depicted a
particular area of interest and now full attention should be directed at this point. This can be
achieved with a complete attention shift provided some means of relating back to the previous view
is maintained. Once in the icon view, the user will ultimately wish to progress to see an actual
document. Again, this is a convenient point to provide an attention shift since, for a moment in the
browsing phase, full attention to a particular document is the only concern. Therefore, selecting a
document icon in the icon view will cause the user to move from the icon view to the document
view. This interaction is depicted in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. The three interaction views

Interaction from one view to the next is bi-directional. That is, once in the icon view the
user could chose to return to the exploratory view or progress to the document view.

4.3.6.1.1 Exploratory View
Propositions 6 and 7 from Chapter 3 stated that the interaction environment should provide
a means to easily and intuitively test and create new representations of the view. This is the
purpose of the exploratory view.

In this environment, schemas can be built, modified and

destroyed quickly to gain an understanding of the underlying collection set without requiring
detailed knowledge of the domain beforehand.
The exploratory view can be considered as a window to the collection. The window can
be moved so that every document in the collection will, at some time, be visible but not all
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documents will be visible at any one time. Moving the window around is achieved by the act of
creating (and destroying) the root query. Building schemas from this root query is likened to
closing the curtains so that only a small subset of the collection seen through the window is now
visible at the ends of the schema. Of course, for each curtain that is closed, there exists another
curtain that can be closed further until eventually the window is totally covered and no documents
can be seen at all at the ends of the schema. Note that closing the curtains does not have the same
effect as moving the window. The curtain can always be re-opened to reveal what was previously
hidden (destroying part of the schema) but moving the window (redefining the root query) will
change the document view, not just hide it.
Consider the example shown in Figure 27. In this case, the root query produces a set

S1 ⊂ U where U represents the full document collection. Now, as the schema is developed,
documents from S1 can replicate through the node ‘President’ to form set S 2 ⊂ S1 . Again, the
schema continues so that S 3 ⊂ S 2 , S 4 ⊂ S 2 and S 5 ⊂ S 4 .

It naturally follows that

S 5 ⊂ S1 ⊂ U .
4.3.6.1.2 Icon View
At this stage the collection view is limited to the repository of documents within the icon.
The size of this subset collection however, may still be quite significant especially if the initial
collection size is large. Therefore, just as it was not appropriate to view individual documents in
the exploratory view, it may not be appropriate to view all the documents individually in the icon
view. This comes back to the scalability of the problem. To overcome this, the icon view is
designed as an abstract manipulation layer that sits between the view of the collection and the view
of the document.
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Figure 27. The formation of collection sets

This layer works as follows. The icon view layer is initially created around the icon
selected in the exploratory view where only the orbs that had influence on the icon are
reconstructed. An example of this is shown in Figure 28(b). In this view, additional orbs can be
added (or removed) to break open the icon(s) and redistribute them, shown in Figure 28(c). When a
particular icon of interest is identified (by relative positioning as before) then it too can be selected
causing an additional layer of abstraction to be created around that icon, shown in Figure 28(d).
The document collection contained within this newly selected icon is passed through the layer, and
the view is reconstructed around this new icon. This manipulation phase can go on for an indefinite
number of abstract layers, and the layers themselves can be transitioned up or down as they are
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created. This creates a browse and filtering environment, which can help locate a particular
document for viewing.

Figure 28. Transitions through the Icon View abstraction layers

4.3.6.1.2.1 Additional Browsing Tools
Transitioning through the abstraction layers of the icon view was described in the previous section.
At each layer, however, a decision must be made by the user to either continue proceeding further
down into the next abstraction layer, move back up to the previous layer or discontinue that search
altogether. To assist in making the decision, some additional tools need to be incorporated into the
icon view environment.
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There are two tools that can be useful in quickly learning something about the documents
of a collection, the first is a brief summary about the documents of the collection (based around the
key words of interest) and the second is the frequency of the keywords within the document (i.e.
high frequency of particular words may be more important than moderate frequencies of all key
words). Therefore, these tools are added to the icon view along with the ability to transition
through the abstraction layers as previously described. Figure 29 shows the full icon environment.
Note that trying to display this information for all documents represented at each layer is again
impractical for the same reasons that required the concept of the abstraction layers to be introduced.
Therefore, since ranking information on the documents is available at each layer, the summary
descriptions and frequency graphs are displayed only for a small subset of the top ranked
documents. The rest are ignored at this layer, and require further transition down the abstraction
layers before they become visible in this way.

Figure 29. Icon View Environment
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4.3.6.1.3 Document View
The document view is reached when transgressing an arbitrary number of abstraction
layers leads to a document of interest. At this stage, and because of the interactive filtering that has
occurred, it is likely that the document being viewed is of some relevance, and therefore some
interest, to the user. Unfortunately, like any information retrieval system, there are no guarantees
that the document is indeed relevant since the complexity of the lexical grammar of our language
allows for redundancy of meaning using otherwise similar groups of words.

Therefore, the

document viewer represents the end of only one search path and perhaps the beginning of another.
The search/browsing continues by transgressing from this point up the icon view abstraction layers
until other icons of interest are located.
The role of the document view is therefore two-fold. First, the document view must
present the actual text of the document. Second, the document view must present an environment
that can quickly alert the user of the potential relevance of the document. If the document turns out
not to be relevant, or at least only partially relevant, then the user must be able to see this quickly
without having to read the full document text. To achieve this, a “query term hits within document
content” approach is used [1:289]. Put simply, an overview of the location of keywords within the
document is displayed so that some proximity information between the words can help identify the
context of the document.

For instance, consider the example in Figure 30 below in which

information on the “White House” located in Washington DC is sought. In Figure 30(a) it is clear
that there is no semantic correlation between the words ‘white’ and ‘house’ since a yellow and blue
bar are not located together (in that order). In this case the user could infer that the document is not
relevant to their search and move on. In Figure 30(b) another document clearly shows a blue and
yellow bar located together (in that order) several times throughout the document. There is a
significant chance that this document has a high semantic correlation between the two words. In
this case the user has some confidence that the document may be relevant and would continue by
reading the sentences around the keyword pairs to gain context information.
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Figure 30. Query term hits within document content

4.3.7 Ontology Models
Exploratory browsing is a fundamental technique used in retrieving textual information
from large information sources. The process of browsing is complex however, and it is not always
intuitively obvious to the user on how to proceed at any given point. For instance, if the user is not
an expert in the domain they are searching, they may have some difficulty in expressing their need
in the language provided to them by the system they use. Even if they could express this need, the
user may wish to organize related information into common schemas, but exactly how these
schemas should be specified may not be known.
The importance of ontology to specify conceptual knowledge and its relationships has
been identified as an important tool to be used in knowledge based systems and information
retrieval systems [56,57]. Ontology provides semantic structure to an otherwise unstructured
information environment. Of importance for this research is how this semantic structure can be
integrated into the need specification process.
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An active area of research has been to develop ontology based knowledge models that
simulate users’ exploratory behavior by matching their need with the necessary information
required to carry out the task at hand. For instance, if the user is exploring information about a ‘bus
terminal’ then related input information on bus schedules, routes and ticket prices could be used to
support the user’s need specification. The next section investigates how this information can be
integrated into the information schemas described in section 4.3.5 of this thesis.

4.3.7.1 Integrating Ontology Models into Schemas
Consider another example, this time a hierarchical diagram of an aircraft structure. A
common method of displaying this type of information might be as a connected tree diagram shown
in Figure 31. In this diagram, each sub-category is represented as a child to the parent category
with the relationships specified by lines and arrowheads.

Figure 31. Example of an Ontology Model of an Aircraft
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A distinctive property of such a diagram is the inherent structure it represents. For
instance, the diagram shows that aircraft has a fuselage, wings, tail assembly and landing gear. The
fuselage has types truss, monocoque, and semi-monocoque and the wings are made up of spars,
ribs, stringers, and formers. In each case, a category can be identified with a number of subordinate
categories. This diagram is shown again in Figure 32 with the categories identified.

Figure 32. Aircraft Ontology with Identified Categories

To integrate this diagram into the schema diagrams shown previously in this chapter
(bubbles and orbs), it is a simple matter of identifying the ovals as bubbles, and the connection
between the ovals as the orbs. Figure 33 shows the completed transformation of the aircraft
ontology into this representation.
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Figure 33. Example Transformation of the Ontology Model of an Aircraft

Since ontology models can be easily converted into the form of Figure 33, it follows that
automatically expanding a user’s schema is also possible, which is the essence of Corollaries 5, 6
and 8 from the previous chapter. If ontology models can be pre-defined based on expert knowledge
of the domain, then automatic schema expansion can provide a means to guide the user into areas of
the collection that may otherwise have been hidden from the search.
Consider the example of exploring bus terminals as discussed above. In this case, the user
may have any number of reasons and needs to explore bus terminals. For the purpose of this
example, a domain expert has determined that most users investigating bus terminals are interested
in bus schedules, bus routes, and ticket prices. Furthermore, those looking for ticket prices are
usually interested in cheap or discounted fares. Without automatic schema expansion and some
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knowledge of the domain, schemas would be created and removed in somewhat of an ad-hoc
manner until the exploration revealed some useful results, or the user grew tired of looking. With
schema expansion, the user is guided into browsing particular areas of the collection that may be of
more relevance. Consider the same user browsing for bus routes in the area they live, north of the
city. The schema in this example was not detailed enough to provide this information, however, the
user is now guided to extend the schema off ‘bus routes’ and continue extending the schema until
the browsing process has been completed. Figure 34 shows this example where the highlighted
bubble indicates the evolution in the schema. The important point to gain from this example is that
ontology models presented in this framework need not be completely specified to function
adequately. Instead, if the models can provide high level guidance into particular areas of the
collection, then individual user’s can be guided into those areas and then refine and modify them
according to their individual need.

Figure 34. Example of Automatic Schema Expansion
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4.3.7.2 Thesaurus
One of the difficulties with specifying queries is the consistency of the terminology.
Consider the previous example, which specified the hierarchical structure of an aircraft. Although
this may be totally appropriate for some documentation, others may refer to the ‘tail assembly’ as
the ‘empennage’, or yet others may refer to the ‘elevator’ as the ‘horizontal stabilizer’. Previous
research has shown that the probability of matching between the terms in the domain and the
vocabulary used by the user is less than 20% [58].
One of the many benefits of ontology models is that they are specified a priori, based on
expert domain knowledge of the information collection. This means that not only can structural
information about a particular model be specified, but the opportunity to specify semantically
equivalent terminology is also possible. Adding a thesaurus capability to the model is essentially
adding the OR portion to the boolean model described earlier in section 4.3.5.1 of this thesis.
Consider the aircraft ontology example again. If ‘empennage’ is added to the thesaurus collection
of ‘Tail assy’ then the documents found in the set S would satisfy the boolean equation: Aircraft
AND (Tail assy OR empennage). This example is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Adding Thesaurus Words To the Model
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V. Experimental Evaluation
5.1 Introduction
New information retrieval systems are generally tested against standard retrieval strategies
in controlled experiments. The experiments are generally set around standard information retrieval
test collections (such as TREC [59]), and performance is evaluated based on conventional
techniques such as precision and recall. There are some misgivings with this technique, however,
that cause doubt as to the validity of the results. For instance, the test queries are generally
constructed to represent high specificity and syntactical matching resulting in ‘information tasks’
rather than ‘navigational tasks’.

Here, ‘information tasks’ refer to those problems that can

generally be solved with a single query. ‘Navigational tasks’ are those that require multiple queries
to formulate enough about the schema of the problem such that it can be answered. Unfortunately
though, no simpler alternative is currently available to quantitatively compare one retrieval system
to another.
Attempting to test visual information systems in this manner has many problems. First, in
most experimental environments in which these systems are tested, only naïve or briefly trained test
subjects are used. Therefore, many of the benefits of the visual information retrieval system tend
not to be effectively utilized which leads to poorer performance and satisfaction ratings than simple
textual interfaces. Although poor usability design is not condoned here, the fact remains that
almost all new tools require some lead time to use effectively.

Second, many visualization

techniques are designed as exploration tools that ‘help’ navigate users through the mass of
information available. To this end, the tools tend to perform better in solving ‘navigational tasks’
rather than ‘information tasks’, which is contradictory to how current precision and recall
evaluations are conducted. The difficulty here is how can ‘navigational tasks’ be specified into a
query without it becoming an ‘information task’? The queries themselves either become designed
around the textual interface or simply become non-representative of real world problems. Third,
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just what metrics should be used for the evaluation is not always clear. For instance, when
evaluating the performance of the visual information retrieval system, should the visual retrieval
technique be removed from the visual interface, or should the system as a whole be evaluated?
Should the system be evaluated against usability, task performance or both, and how does this
affect the results when directly comparing systems?
The rest of this chapter is dedicated to the design of a user study in an attempt to evaluate
the visual information retrieval system outlined in this research work. The next section introduces
related work in the evaluation of visual systems and discusses some of the difficulties and problems
encountered with each approach. The second section describes the design behind the experiment
and the execution of the experiment. The third section analyzes the results obtained from the
experiment. The final section discusses these results in further detail and draws conclusions based
on these results.

5.2 Related Research
Usability studies in visual information retrieval systems are predominantly conducted to
provide feedback for system enhancements and as such, no attempt is made to evaluate
performance against another information retrieval system. Despite this, there have been a number
of experiments conducted that attempt to do this with limited success. Some of the more significant
studies are summarized below in the following paragraphs.
Newby [60] tested Space IR with a test population of 20 users. In this experiment, users
performed two information retrieval tasks: a closed-ended question that was based on key-term
synonymy and an open-ended task based on a vague statement of information need. The Space IR
system was evaluated against a traditional text based IR system (Prism). Although Newby was able
to demonstrate considerable learnability of the Space IR system and high user ratings, the
comparisons showed that users preferred the traditional system.
Spoerri [61,62] tested Infocrystal’s interface with a standard textual interface accepting
boolean operators. Ten users were asked to perform query recognition tasks and query generation
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tasks. The result showed that new users could use the Infocrystal interface after a short tutorial and
that it performed as well as the standard boolean interface. However, Spoerri identifies a difficulty
in maintaining a balanced experiment, which did not disfavor the boolean mode, but in doing so
actually biased the experiment towards it. The results showed a statistically significant difference
between the two query languages in favor of the boolean mode.
Koshman [63,64] conducted extensive user testing on the comparisons of VIBE and a
commercially available text-based information retrieval system called AskSam. Test subjects were
made up of 15 novices, 12 online search experts and four experienced VIBE users. Subjects
performed seven tasks that were chosen to represent ‘normal’ user IR tasks. However, these tasks
tended to be a selection of ‘information tasks’ as apposed to ‘navigation tasks’ since the VIBE
interface could not realize many of the latter. Although the scenarios were constructed to provide a
naturalistic information retrieval setting, the tasks tended to be of a boolean nature e.g. how many
documents contain (all, one or two) terms.

Results showed that there was minimal difference in

performance between the two systems, which was probably influenced by the boolean nature of the
questions. Unexpectedly, the results also showed a preference for the text-based interface over the
graphical interface.
Kim [65,66] conducted three experiments to examine the usability of BIRD. The first
compared the correlation between the performance with BIRD and reasoning skill test scores. The
second experiment examined users’ performance in remembering how to use the system. The third
experiment compared users’ performance in constructing boolean queries using BIRD and an
informationally equivalent text-based interface for both constrained and unconstrained data sets.
The results showed unexpected difficulties in using the visual interface, which resulted in
preferences favoring the text-based interface. A variety of features (or lack of) were identified as
possibly related to these difficulties.
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5.3 Experimental Design
The aim of the experiment for this research is to compare the prototype information
retrieval system developed in this thesis against a representative text-based interface in a realistic
‘real world’ information retrieval environment. This section is dedicated to the design of that
experiment. The first section outlines the hypothesis tested against to formally concretize the aim
of the experiment. The second section outlines the test platform used throughout the experiment.
The third section outlines the design behind the queries that made up the tasks that user’s were
asked to perform and the final section discusses the methodology of the experiment.

5.3.1 The Hypotheses
The aim of the experiment is to test the prototype information retrieval system against a
representative text-based interface. The hypothesis for the experiment is that users of the prototype
system will, with minimal training, perform at least as well as users of the more familiar text-based
interface. The resultant conjecture is that if the hypotheses turns out to be true, then there is strong
evidence to support the next hypothesis that user’s of the prototype system will, with appropriate
training, outperform user’s of the more familiar text-based interface. The second hypothesis is not
tested against in this experiment, as the setup and execution required is outside the scope of this
research. However, the first hypothesis can be more formally defined as:
The experiment was conducted to test the following hypotheses:

H0: (µ1 – µ2) = 0 against the alternatives:
Ha: (µ1 – µ2) < 0 (lower tail alternative)
Ha: (µ1 – µ2) > 0 (upper tail alternative)
Where µ1 and µ2 represent the means of set 1 and set 2 respectively.
The hypothesis states that given the particular metrics to test against, the average between
the two experimental groups are statistically the same. The Two-Sample t Test (explained later) is
used to conduct this test. The alternatives are that they are not statistically the same, and in this
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case, the groups are tested against group one being statistically lower than group two (lower tail
alternative) or group two being statistically lower than group one (upper tail alternative).
The experiment was conducted on two metrics:
•

Time required to perform the tasks (time metric in seconds), and

•

Accuracy achieved in doing the tasks (accuracy metric as a percentage).

The time metric is based on the time that the user spent solving each particular task (in
seconds) and the overall time to complete all tasks assigned to the user (in seconds). The accuracy
metric is a ratio between those tasks in which the user answered correctly (based on a priori results)
and the overall number of tasks assigned. This result is an accuracy percentage for that particular
user.
Other metrics are included for detailed analysis of the results, these include:
•

Executed Queries: the queries submitted throughout the experiments by a particular
user to perform the tasks given.

•

Documents investigated: the documents opened by the user throughout the course of
solving the tasks.

•

Qualitative Assessments: the results of a survey to measure the user’s thoughts on the
performance of the system to solve the tasks.

Finally, the test candidates are broken down into two groups: Group 1, the control group
using the text-based interface which is used to gain benchmark statistics for the experiment and
Group 2, the experimental variable that is used to test the hypothesis against.
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5.3.2 Test Platform
The graphical interface was implemented in the JAVA programming language (version
1.3.0) and deployed on a standard desktop computer (Intel PIII, 500MHz 256K RAM PC running
Windows 2000 OS). For the experiment, a purpose built textual interface was incorporated within
the graphical interface software, which had a similar form and function as traditional textual
interface that one might reasonably expect to see used commercially. This included relative
matching indication (based on a vector model search engine), ranked summary document listing,
and keyword highlighting, but did not include phrase matching or boolean filtering.
The reason for the integration of both the textual and graphical interface was simple. It
allowed for a controlled experiment where the independent variables are essentially the interfaces
themselves. This mitigated the risks of uncontrolled (and undesirable) variables having an effect on
the experiment and perhaps biasing the results obtained.
In addition to this, the software package was instrumented to capture user statistics
throughout each experiment. For this experiment, these were limited to capturing the queries that
were issued, the documents opened and the time taken for each question. These were deemed to be
the minimum subset of metrics needed to test the hypotheses above.
The document collection used for the experiment was a sub set of the LATIMES data
available on disk 5 of the TREC data collection. The collection of 4457 documents was indexed a
priori, to produce 74516 unique keywords. This collection was selected based on its neutral subject
content and its unilateral relevance. The size of the collection represented a trade off between the
time required to index the collection, system performance (based on the test platform described
above), and a reasonable representation of an information source.

5.3.3 The Queries
In formulating the queries for the experiment, it is important to understand the types of
queries that make up reasonable representations of ‘real world’ situations. For instance, asking a
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50-85 word query on a search engine when users are reluctant to type more than 3-5 words at a time
is not reasonable.

Equally, queries that tend to have perfect syntactical matching with the

documents generally occur less than 20% of the time (as discussed in chapter 3), so although this is
useful sometimes, again it is not a frequently occurring situation.
This leads to identifying the type of queries that can be issued. In the introduction to this
chapter, ‘information tasks’ and ‘navigational tasks’ were identified. Information tasks are those
that can generally be solved with a single query, they tend to have a definitive solution, and they
can be analytical in nature. Navigational tasks are generally considered ‘real world problems’, in
which the results of a number of queries are compared and analyzed before a final solution is
reached. The former type is often used in static testing of information retrieval models and user
testing because of its simplicity. The latter type is not generally tested formally through analytical
means, but rather through user evaluations of operational systems.
To handle these two types of tasks, this research creates two scenario’s. Scenario 1 tasks
are the ‘information tasks’ that require short and specific answers. Scenario 2 tasks are the
‘navigational tasks’ that require more involved navigation through the information collection to
answer. Scenario 1 tasks have been broken down further into types based on syntactical matching
and term specificity. Syntactical matching is how well the syntax of the words of the query match
the document considered relevant to that query.

Term specificity is how well the query

semantically specifies the problem. For instance, the query ‘vehicle’ would be poorly specified, but
the query ‘vehicle used in the armed robbery of the Dayton First National Bank on Saturday the
23rd November, 1996’ would be well specified. The four Scenario 1 types are listed and described
below:
•

Type 1: Good term specificity and good syntactical matching. Requires limited
browsing. Usually the document is well scored and appears high in the retrieved
relevance list.
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•

Type 2: Poor term specificity and good syntactical matching. Returns good hits
on the documents from the query but quite often scores poorly because of poor
specificity. Queries of this type generally fall lower in the relevance list and require
some browsing to find.

•

Type 3:

Good term specificity and poor syntactical matching.

Good

description of the problem, however, only minor matches are made with the
document. Again, scoring on this document is poor unless some additional techniques
are used to match semantically similar terms.
•

Type 4:

Poor term specificity and poor syntactical matching. Could be the

first step in the information gathering phase. Documents returned are generally not
relevant, however, they help the user in refining the query into another type above.
Type 1 queries are not frequent and generally only occur if the user knows exactly what
document they are after and what is contained in that document. To construct this type of query, it
is a simple matter of specifying the query well and providing a good syntactic match between the
query words and the document where the solution is to be found. The bolded words represent a
keyword match to the document.

1

Find two documents that talk about the electric motor car?

2

What is the most popular registered boat in Italy and France?

3

Is it a felony offense to donate blood if infected with the AIDS virus?
Table 3. Type 1 Queries

Type 2 queries represent a typical query that a user might issue if they know their subject
matter. That is, the query is not well specified but the keywords of the query will provide a good
syntactic match. The problem with this type of query is that syntactic match does not guarantee
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semantic matching and if the keyword being matched is popular in the collection, the returned
relevance will either be poor or hidden by irrelevant documents. Examples are shown below,
where bolded words represent a keyword match to the document.

4

Find a document that talks about the electric bicycle?

5

Who did Charles White play for and what was his position?

6

Enter the query ‘white house press bush’ and do not change this. Now browse the
documents until you find one that talks about Lady Barbara Bush suffering from
persistent double vision and swelling around her eyes.
Table 4. Type 2 Queries

Question 4 is selected because it has no answer, yet the keywords electric and bicycle are
popular words in the collection. The user has to make a definitive decision to end the search
hopefully before all documents are investigated. Question 5 provides good syntactic matching on
the terms ‘Charles White’ but very little information is given about who he is or what he does.
Question 6 extends this concept further by forcing the user to browse on a query that matches
syntactically but is not well specified. This question is intended to model a user browsing for
interesting information without knowing too much about the specifics.

For instance, in this

question, the user may be looking for something interesting about the Bush family that has been
issued by the White House press media. The interesting article would be about Lady Barbara Bush
and her medical condition.
Type 3 questions are generally very difficult to find, but represent perhaps the most
common type of query that would be issued if the user had a good understanding of what they
wanted, but had little knowledge of the specific terms that may be used. That is, the problem is
generally well specified but there is poor syntactic matching of the keywords. In this case, users
generally have to try and improvise by guessing which query terms may give good document
returns. Examples are shown below, where the bolded words represent a keyword match to the
document.
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7

Find a document about a lady who commanded troops into battle?

8

A well known deep sea adventurer collaborates with a revolutionary photographer to
find a vessel destroyed in WW1. What was the name of the photographer?

9

There are two documents that have the words ‘president kennedy assassination’ but
actually make no references to President Kennedy’s Assassination. List these two
documents.
Table 5. Type 3 Queries

Question 7 and 8 above show well specified problems but with very few key word hits in
the document. This is done by carefully changing the syntax of the problem but keeping the
semantics the same. For instance, in question 7 of Table 5, ‘lady’ and ‘commanded’ could be
replaced with ‘woman’ and ‘command’ to achieve a higher syntactic match. Question 9 shows an
example of a query that is well specified but has poor syntactical matching to differentiate between
the documents that are about President Kennedy’s assassination, and the documents that are not.
The last of the query types for Scenario 1 is Type 4, those that have very poor syntactic
match and are not at all well specified. This type of query is generally produced when users begin
with a vague idea of what they are searching for and with no domain knowledge to help with
syntactic matching. Needless to say, this type of query generally never produces a good relevance
list for the user, however, it does help the user to re-specify the query iteratively until the query is
of one of the other three types. For instance, a user specifying the term ‘wireless’ may not have a
good relevant list of documents returned, but in browsing the documents that do return, the same
user may now try ‘radio’ or ‘wireless radio’ with more success. Type 4 queries will not be tested
here directly, because the nature of the problem is such that they are difficult to specify without
inadvertently making it one of the other three types. The Scenario 2 questions, however, will
encompass some Type 4 search methods, and for this reason and to simplify nomenclature,
Scenario 2 questions will be referred to as Type 4 queries from this point forward.
Scenario 2 (Type 4) questions are those that require more complex schemas than those of
Scenario 1 tasks. That is, users are required to browse information to find answers to problems, and
then by piecing these answers together, are able to answer larger questions. Again, these are
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difficult questions to formulate and are likely to have somewhat limited success in a formal testing
environment. The reason for this was alluded to previously, in that by formulating the question the
user inadvertently learns something about the problem, which then guides the user into search
patterns rather than browsing patterns. Having said that, it is still important to investigate this type
of task in this environment as a precursor to further user evaluation testing. Scenario 2 (type 4)
examples are shown in Table 6:

10

11
12

You have been asked to do an assignment of three United States presidents. To
make research easier, you will pick the three that appear to have the most documents
mentioning them (and therefore the most research material). To this end, find at
least five presidents and determine which three of these presidents appear to be
mentioned in the most documents.
Are there any documents that mention all three of the presidents that you chose
together? If so, list up to five documents mentioning all three presidents in the same
document?
To finish off, you feel it would be nice to know the first name of the wife of the
presidents that you have chosen. If you are able, list these.
Table 6. Type 4 Queries

Again, all three questions are related, and require some browsing to find information to
piece together to solve the larger problem, however, there are some problems with this type of
question. Users with some knowledge of American history may try to skip the browsing portion of
the question and move on to the search portion immediately (effectively answering this question as
a number of Scenario 1 queries). This problem is somewhat mitigated by the fact that the collection
is limited in size (approximately 4500 documents) and covers only a very short period of time
(1989-1990). Therefore, searching in this manner may not provide good results. Secondly, the
answer to all three questions may differ from one user to the next depending on the five presidents
listed in question 10. This is fairly typical of what happens with ‘real world’ browsing since all
users are different and have different backgrounds. However, having said this, this is still useful in
observing how users browse for information and whether the graphical interface is able to assist in
this process.
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5.3.4 The experiment
5.3.4.1 Introduction
Before outlining the experiment, it is useful to investigate some of the risks that may
adversely affect its outcome. First, using naïve users for testing a graphical interface has problems.
As mentioned before, it is unreasonable to expect users to perform well with any new package until
they have had a chance to become familiar enough with it to be considered proficient. This,
however, is almost always impossible to achieve since testing time is generally very limited. To
mitigate this risk, the test subjects were selected from the Electrical and Computer department of
the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) graduate programs (master students). Therefore, all
test subjects should have had an advanced knowledge of computers and be proficient at using
traditional text based information retrieval engines. In this way, only the graphical information
retrieval package was unfamiliar to the subject, which reduced the lead-time before the experiment.
Next, training packages in the form of instructional videos were used to teach the user about the
interface prior to the experiment. Again, this was limited in time and usefulness, but allowed for a
consistent approach. Finally, the users were given some time to use the basic functions of the
interface prior to the experiment to increase familiarity.
Second, since there are only a limited number of test subjects that can be called on for user
trials, it would have been advantageous to have each user perform the textual and graphical part of
the experiment. This had two major problems, the testing time required for each subject now
doubles and any residual knowledge on the first test will taint the results of the second test.
Therefore, test subjects were randomly chosen to perform only one of the experiments, either the
textual part or the graphical part.
Third, the questions that make up the experiment may bias either interface. As has been
the experience of others before with similar comparison testing, the questions can bias the textual
interface if they are chosen to ignore many of the advantages of the visual systems or they can bias
the graphical interface if the converse is true. This research has addressed this problem by carefully
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identifying the type of queries that represent ‘real world’ situations. The queries were chosen by
type, as discussed in the previous section, and not by a particular function that can be emphasized.
To mitigate this risk further, users were asked to fill out a questionnaire at the conclusion of the
experiment, in which one question asks specifically whether they though the questions represented
‘real world’ situations.
Fourth, to control the variables of the experiment, the textual interface was incorporated
within the graphical interface package. This essentially means that the underlying search engine,
ranking models and any other similar functions are consistent between both interfaces. The only
difference is how the data is displayed, and the interaction with the data that is provided. The
obvious problem with this approach is that the textual interface provides only basic functions for
searching, that is, no phrase or proximity matching is provided and no boolean filtering is available.
This is satisfactory for this experiment because the functionality that is provided represents that
typically used by average users of mainstream information retrieval engines. That is, relevance
scoring, summary listing, keyword highlighting, limited list sizes, and links to the full document
text on demand are all provided. This is not to say that either method couldn’t be improved by
adding any particular function to it, but this is not the purpose of this experiment.
Fifth, ontology models, although a large part of this research work, were not used in all but
one question of the experiments. This was to ensure that the results were not unfairly biased
towards the graphical interface due to this assistance. Question 9 (of the test sheet) was the only
question that had a simplistic model associated with it (‘lady’ was mapped to ‘women’ and
‘female’). This was to show that ontology models could be seamlessly integrated into the process
without user knowledge, and to see if limited assistance such as this could significantly change the
results for the better.

This question is removed from the overall results and is investigated

separately.
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5.3.4.2 Method
Test candidates were obtained from volunteer students in the Engineering and
Management School of the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT). Each candidate was selected
for the textual interface component of the experiment or the graphical interface component of the
experiment based on ‘walk in’ random selection. The candidate was required to view a short video
describing the purpose of the experiment, functions of the interface they were about to use, and how
the experiment was to be conducted. The video for the textual interface was a five minute
presentation, and the video for the graphical interface lasted 20 minutes. Appendix A describes the
tutorial in detail by showing a text version of the presentations given, and screen shots of the
examples used.

After the presentation concluded, the program was run and the appropriate

interface was presented to the candidate. The candidate was then asked if they felt comfortable
with the interface they were about to use and whether they had any questions about that interface.
They were then allowed to experiment with the interface until they were happy to proceed. This
generally took a few minutes for the textual interface and 5-10 minutes for the graphical interface.
The candidates were told that the test was one of accuracy but that they would also be
timed. They were also told that some questions would be easy to answer, some more difficult to
answer, and some had no answers. If at any time the candidates believed that the answer was not in
the collection given, they could indicate this on the question sheet and move on. If they felt they
simply could not find the answer, they indicated this and moved on. At this point, the experiment
was initiated. This involved candidates typing their last name at the beginning of the experiment (to
set up the log file) and then, sequentially reading and completing each question prior to moving on
to the next.

Throughout the trial, each candidate was logged for the queries issued, documents

opened and time required to answer each question. At the end of the experiment, the candidates
were asked to fill out a short questionnaire. The questions used for the experiment, the testing
answer sheet, and the questionnaire can be found at Appendix B.
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5.4 Experimental Analysis
5.4.1 Preliminary Discussion
The results of the experiment are presented in Appendix C. Question 12 was removed
from the analysis for two reasons. First, the logger used to capture statistics during the experiment
did not capture this question on the first four candidates. After this, the error was detected and
fixed. Second, the difficulty of the question was directly proportional to the answers given in
Question 10 and 11. That is, one subset of answers would lead to a simpler answer than another
subset. It was observed that candidates either brushed over this last question quickly, or spent
considerable effort trying to find an answer that wasn’t there. For this reason, it was removed.
Some outlier results were also removed.

In the graphical interface test results, two

candidates scored accuracies significantly lower than the rest. Both these candidates did not speak
English as their first language so these results were removed. In the textual interface results, one
candidate scored an accuracy significantly lower than the others because accuracy was traded for
speed. Since the candidates were clearly told that the test was accuracy based, this result was also
removed.
Question 9 (from the test sheet) was also removed from the overall results because an
ontology model was associated with the question. As described above, this could possible bias the
result towards the graphical interface, so it was removed. This question is analyzed separately later.

5.4.2 Two-Sample t-test
The following statistical designs and formulas used to analyze the experimental results are
based on the text book by Mendenhall, Wackerly and Scheaffer [67]. For the following analysis,
the two-sample t test was used because of the low sample collection of the experiment. That is, this
test is somewhat more robust against the assumption of a normally distributed data set for small
collection sizes than say the z-curves.
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In this analysis, the results of the graphical interface and the textual interface experiments
can be tested against the null hypothesis H0: µ1 – µ2 = D0 for some fixed value of D0. If D0 = 0,
then the test will show if there is sufficient evidence to indicate a difference in true mean times
between the two samples taken.

Test H0: (µ1 – µ2) = 0 against the alternative Ha: (µ1 – µ2) ≠ 0.
The t-test statistic is given by:

T=

(Y1 − Y2 )

( 20 )

1
1
S
+
n1 n2

where Yi is the sample mean of the population set i, and the variance S is given by:

S2 =

(n1 − 1) S12 + (n2 − 1) S 22
n1 + n2 − 2

( 21 )

where Si2 is the variance of the population set i, and ni is the population size.

5.4.3 Mean Average Times
Testing at the α = 0.05 level of significance, the two-tailed test statistic for average times between
the samples is calculated as follows:
Y1 = 3122 seconds (mean average of group 1 total time)
Y2 = 2979 seconds (mean average of group 2 total time)
S12 = 1405807 (variance of group 1 total times)
S22 = 127302 (variance of group 2 total times)
Therefore, the two group variance S is calculated as:
S = 966 where n1 = 9 and n2 = 8
The t-test statistic is calculated from the above information and equation to yield:
T = 0.286
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This value does not fall in the rejection region (|T| < 1.771) and hence the null hypothesis
is not rejected. There is not sufficient evidence to indicate a difference in the mean between the
two results. Therefore, there is no statistically significant difference between the two sample mean
times, which supports the null hypothesis.

5.4.3.1 Mean Average Accuracy
Testing at the α = 0.05 level of significance, the two-tailed test statistic for the average accuracy
values between the samples becomes:
Y1 = 0.76 (mean average of group 1 accuracy)
Y2 = 0.89 (mean average of group 2 accuracy)
S12 = 0.004132 (variance of group 1 accuracy)
S22 = 0.008855 (variance of group 2 accuracy)
Therefore, the two group variance S is calculated as:
S = 0.0855 where n1 = 9 and n2 = 8
The t-test statistic is calculated from the above information and equation to yield:
T = -3.13
This value falls outside of the rejection region (|T| > 1.771) therefore the null hypothesis is
rejected. There is sufficient evidence to indicate a difference in the mean between the two sample
mean accuracies. Furthermore, it is a lower tail alternative Ha: (µ1 – µ2) < 0 providing support
that the mean accuracy for the results of the graphical interface is statistically superior to that of the
results for the textual interface.

5.4.4 Additional t-test
In this final test, and for the purpose of further discussion later, only the mean average
times for Type 1, 2 and 3 queries are analyzed. For this subset of results the following is
calculated:
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Y1 = 2372 (mean average times for group 1 Type 1, 2 and 3 queries)
Y2 = 2015 (mean average times for group 2 Type 1, 2 and 3 queries)
S12 = 905850 (variance of mean average times for group 1 Type 1, 2 and 3 queries)
S22 = 160840 (variance of mean average times for group 2 Type 1, 2 and 3 queries)
Therefore, the two group variance S is calculated as:
S = 558178 where n1 = 9 and n2 = 8
The t-test statistic is calculated from the above information and equation to yield:
T = 0.983
This value does not fall in the rejection region (|T| < 1.771) and hence the null hypothesis
is not rejected. There is not sufficient evidence to indicate a difference in the mean between the
two results. Therefore, there is no statistically significant difference between the two sample mean
times, which supports the null hypothesis.

5.4.5 Analysis and Discussion of Results
Put simply, the results of the previous section imply that the differences in times taken
between the two sample sets are not statistically significant, but that the differences in accuracy are.
This is useful as an overall statistic, but of more importance here is to understand exactly what this
means based on the questions asked and the query types.

5.4.5.1 Comparison By Times
Figure 36 shows the direct comparison between the average time results of candidates
using the textual interface versus the average results of the candidates using the graphical interface.
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Figure 36. Comparison of Average Times by Question

Figure 37 shows the direct comparison between the average time results of candidates
using the textual interface versus the average results of the candidates using the graphical interface
for each query type.
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Figure 37. Comparisons of Average Times by Query Type
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4

The results show that there was a significant decrease in time required to answer type 1
and type 3 queries for the graphical interface compared to the textual interface, a comparatively
equal result for type 2 queries and a significant increase in time to answer type 4 queries (which is
defined as Scenario 2 task).
The results of the type 1 queries are interesting. These queries represent those that have
good term specificity and good syntactic matching (as described above) which generally allowed
the documents to rank well in the relevance list. It was initially thought that documents ranking
high in the document list would be found quicker than selecting icons from the graphical display,
however this was not the case. The reason for this was that documents matching the type 1 queries
were displayed with higher order icons (i.e squares, pentagons, …) which are easily distinguishable
across the collection. Therefore, the number of documents that were scanned for content (by the
user) was generally fewer than in the textual interface. For example, in the ranked list of the textual
interface, a document with five keyword hits may rank lower than a document with four resulting in
the later document being scanned before the former.
The type 2 queries showed similar results for both the graphical and the textual interface.
Type 2 queries are those with poor specificity but good syntactic matching. This was to be
expected since the relevant documents are easily ‘lost’ in the noise of the collection. For instance,
in the textual interface, the document may rank low in the relevance list especially if the small
number of keywords that match are popular in the collection. A similar problem occurs in the
graphical interface. The document can easily get lost in the noise of lower order icons (say
rectangles) that have large document collections within them. With experience, users may have
been able to reduce the search time by considering spatial location of the icon more closely than
they did. For instance, question 6 asked the following:
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Enter the query ‘white house press bush’ and do not change this. Now browse
the documents until you find one that talks about Lady Barbara Bush suffering
from persistent double vision and swelling around her eyes.
When the query was executed in the Bubble World interface, the result shown in Figure 38
occurred.

Figure 38. Result of Issuing Question 6

Most users attempted to answer this question by selecting the squares (almost randomly)
from the circle above.

In doing so, quite a number of documents were scanned before the

document containing the answer was found. However, if one considers that the question is about
Lady Barbara Bush, one might conclude that the term ‘Bush’ may be a significantly weighted term.
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Therefore, the square found close to the node ‘bush’ may have been a more appropriate icon to
select than any other. The document that contained the answer was indeed found in this icon.
Again, deductions of this type come more naturally to experienced users of this interface than
inexperienced ones.
Type 3 queries showed the most significant reduction in time between the graphical
interface and that of the textual interface. Type 3 queries are those that contain good specificity but
poor syntactical matching. Again, this generally resulted in the relevant document being ranked
poorly across the collection. This type of query generally required the user to manipulate the query,
perhaps incrementally, until keywords are struck that allow the document to rank higher in the
relevance list. The results showed the users of the graphical interface were able to see the results of
this incremental change more clearly than those using the textual interface. That is, words that had
little or no relevance to the document collection could easily be distinguished and therefore
replaced with other words until the document ranked well enough to be promoted to higher order
icons, thereby becoming more visible. Those using the textual interface did not have this luxury
and relied on having to scan a large list of documents for every incremental change of the query,
resulting in considerable frustration and fatigue for the user.
The last of the query types, Type 4, provided interesting results as well. These queries
required multiple schemas to piece together the overall solution. This type of query resulted in a
28% average increase in time for those candidates using the graphical interface to those using the
textual interface, which by any means is a significant result. The reason for this came down to
inexperience by the user. The users, although explained in the instructional video, did generally not
attempt constructing multiple schema queries in the graphical interface, or if they did, it was not
done effectively. In fact, most of the users that attempted this problem in the graphical interface
tried to solve the problem using a single schema (single bubble). By guessing the answer they
attempted to remove the browsing component of the problem and go directly to the search
component. The problem with this technique is that it cluttered the search space and made it
difficult for the user to ascertain what was relevant, and what was not. An example of one of the
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queries issued by a test subject is shown in Figure 39. Although the information is visible, it is not
clear on exactly how to proceed from this point.

Figure 39. Test Case Example, single schema

The next example from another test subject shows the use of multiple schemas to answer
the same problem as that in Figure 39. This is shown in Figure 40, modified from the original
query to show a single representation. In this case, multiple schemas provided a clearer view of the
problem and all three questions can be answered from this single view.
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Figure 40. Query used to answer Questions 10, 11 and 12

5.4.5.2 Comparison By Accuracy
Figure 41 shows the direct comparison between the average accuracy results of candidates
using the textual interface versus the average results of the candidates using the graphical interface
by question. Figure 42 shows the same comparison but this time by question type.
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Figure 41. Comparison of Accuracy by Question Number
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Figure 42. Comparison of Accuracy by Question Type

It is clear that the accuracy of all query types for the graphical interface is significantly
higher than that of the textual interface. Of particular interest here is the fact that both Type 1 and
Type 2 queries show an accuracy of 100% for the graphical interface. This shows that with good
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syntactic matching, the relevant documents are promoted well enough to higher orders of icons to
be found. The only variance here was the time taken to find the document.

5.4.5.3 Inclusion of Ontology Models
To this point, the inclusion of ontology models has been ignored because it is impossible
to include this in the graphical interface when direct comparisons are being made between it and the
textual interface. It may have been useful to add limited features of these models into both
interfaces, however, that is not the purpose of this research.
Examining how ontology models could be seamlessly integrated into the query without
user knowledge is an important observation and one worth investigating.

For this purpose,

Question 9 (of the question sheet) was included in the experiment but not in the overall summary
results. This question is shown below for clarity.
Question 9: Find a document about a lady who commanded troops into battle
In this question, the word ‘lady’ was mapped to ‘women’ and ‘female’, so in a strict sense
this was nothing more than adding a thesaurus. However, users were free to formulate any query
they wished, and were not told of the significance of the word ‘lady’. Furthermore, the assistance
provide only one additional keyword match for the total query. The results of Question 9 are
shown below:
Average Time for Textual Interface:

217 seconds

Average Time for Graphical Interface (with model)

129 seconds

A 40% reduction in time even for moderate assistance such as this!
Note that this result is far from conclusive. Its usefulness is simply to show that the model
can be incorporated without user knowledge, and this assistance can help without any additional
overhead being added to the user. An interesting observation to note was that not all users chose to
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use the term ‘lady’. Some users immediately substituted the word for ‘woman’ and others chose
not to use the term at all.

5.5 General Discussion
It is evident from the results previously discussed that although there was no statistically
significant improvement in the time required by users of the graphical interface, there is a
significant improvement in the accuracy of the solutions. A reasonable conclusion to draw from
this is that users of the graphical interface appear to be more willing to keep searching for the
solution as long as they think they have a chance to find it. The graphical interface is able to do this
by showing the whole collection space (as pertained to the query). While relevant icons are still not
searched, the user is willing to continue. Contrast this to the textual interface where after searching
through tens of documents, the user is not sure whether continuing the search would help, or
whether there really is no answer.
Another observation made with the study is that users tend to experiment more with the
queries in the graphical interface. The user logs revealed that, on average, users of the graphical
interface issued 46 queries across the 12 questions compared with 32 queries for the textual
interface. This was probably due to the fact that users could obtain more meaningful feedback from
the graphical display than from the textual list and were therefore more willing to try new queries.
This is one explanation as to why the accuracy varied between the two systems so significantly.
The fact that the average time difference between the two groups did not change significantly, even
with an increase in the number of queries issued, suggest that users were able to make quicker
inferences from the results of each query than they were from the textual list.
As discussed before, there is a significant increase in the average time (+28.5%) to solve
Type 4 queries in the graphical interface over the textual interface. Although it was thought that the
graphical interface would outperform its counterpart in these queries, the results are not surprising.
Constructing the nested queries represents the most difficult task required of the user, and knowing
just how to nest the queries effectively takes a little experience. Investigating the user logs, of the
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10 candidates that used the graphical interface, only five attempted nested queries as instructed in
the training video, and of those, only two did so effectively. The rest attempted to answer the
question in a similar fashion to those using the textual interface. That it, guess the answer and
search for documents using a single schema approach. The two candidates that did use the nested
queries effectively answered the question correctly and did so with a 16.9% improvement in time
over the overall average for the group using the graphical interface. If Type 4 questions are
removed from the analyses of mean average times and the two groups again compared, then there is
a real mean average decrease in time of (15%) from the group using the graphical interface to the
group using the textual interface. Note that although this is still not statistically significant (see
section 5.4.4), it is expected that increasing the population size of the experiment would have
decreased the variance and ensured a more normalized set of data. From this discussion, it is
reasonable to postulate that an increased effort in training (more than the 25 minutes afforded in
this experiment) would result in a reduction in the mean average time of the users. Given that the
test candidates can be considered expert computer users, it is unlikely that the same additional
training in the textual interface would result in any increased performance.

5.6 User Feedback
At the end of each experiment, test candidates were asked to fill out a short questionnaire
about the experiment. The first four questions were rated from 1 to 7 where 1 represented the least
favorable position and 7 represented the most favorable position. Question 5 was a yes/no answer,
and Question 6 required general comments. The results of this questionnaire are summarized and
discussed below.
Question 1: How would you rate your proficiency in using information retrieval
search engines (such as Google)?
Rating:

Textual:
Graphical:

5.4
5.6
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The purpose of this question was to ensure that there was no biasing of experience
between the two groups tested. The results of this question suggest that this was the case.
Question 2: How well do you feel that you were able to answer the questions
using the interface provided?
Rating:

Textual
Graphical

4.7
5.4

This rated the perceived usefulness of the interface to answer the questions. The lower
rating for the textual interface resulted in the frustration of having to search for documents that did
not rate well with the query (ie. Type 2, 3 and 4 queries). The higher rating for the graphical
interface indicates that these users felt that they had more control for answering these questions
than users of the text-based interface.
Question 3: Do you feel that the questions represented reasonable ‘real world’
problems that one might use a search engine to find?
Rating:

Textual
Graphical

5.3
6.2

This question was designed to get some feedback on how relevant users thought the
questions were. The aim of the experiment was to try and match a more realistic ‘real world’
scenario to gain a perspective of how well the graphical interface might do in this environment.
The results show a positive response from both groups, however there were some negative
comments about question 6. Some users felt it was unreasonable not to be able to change the query,
however once it was explained to them that it was crafted to test a particular concept, they seemed
satisfied.
Question 4: What was your overall feeling on the usefulness of the interface you
used?
Rating:

Textual
Graphical

3.3
6.4
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There was a significant difference in attitude between the two groups in the response to
this question. Those using the textual interface believed that the documents were not ranked well
enough, and would have preferred to see some additional techniques such as proximity filtering and
phrase matching incorporated into the interface.

They did feel, however, that the keyword

matching and document summaries helped. Those using the graphical interface were extremely
positive and believed that the interface was a definite advantage in answering the questions. Some
comments about phrase matching were made on this interface as well.
The observations made by the textual users were accurate. Many documents did not rank
well because they were not Type 1 queries, therefore requiring users to search for them. Also,
because of the limited collection size, there were far fewer partially relevant documents which
again made searching more difficult. Overall though, users did feel capable of answering the
question in both environments.
Question 5: Would you use this interface again if available as a front end to a
digital library or web search engine?
Rating:

Textual
Graphical

50% said yes
100% said yes

This question was essentially targeted at those that used the graphical interface, however
the comparison between the two is useful. Half of the users using the textual interface indicated
they would not use this interface again because others were available with more advanced
functions. Again, the difficulty of query types had a significant effect on this result. In contrast,
every user of the graphical interface said they would definitely use the interface again and believed
it was very easy to use. There were no negative responses from the group that used this interface.
Question 6: Do you have any other comments about the interface that you used?

Many of the users indicated that phrase matching would have enhanced both interfaces. Some
suggested that hyperlinks from the document summary would have been useful. A couple of users
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indicated that they popped bubbles when they really wanted to pop nodes. Other suggestions
including capabilities for dragging the lens in the document view instead of having it follow the
cursor and for having the frequency charts labeled so that it would be easier to see which document
they represented. Overall, the comments for the graphical interface were positive such as “nice”,
“cool idea” and “on to a good thing”.

5.7 Conclusion
It was not possible to test all of the useful features of Bubble World in this user trial since
many of these would simply have biased the results, however, the experiment did highlight some
useful results. First, it was shown that even after only a brief introduction to the graphical interface
(lasting only 20 minutes), users were able to outperform their counterparts that used the textual
interface. Second, although statistically there is no evidence that a reduction in time was achieved
using the graphical interface, there is strong evidence to suggest that this was the case and that the
additional time was used to increase the accuracy of the results. Also, based on the examination of
Type 4 queries, there is strong evidence to support the notion that additional training and familiarity
would improve the results even further. Third, although ontology models were not added to the
results of the experiment, it was shown that these models can be seamlessly integrated into the
search of the user without additional overhead imposed on them and, it appears that this results in
significant improvements to the search pattern of the user. This result has promising implications
for future research. With correct domain (or user) profiling, these models could be used to
significantly enhance relevant document retrieval. Fourth, the feedback from the experiment was
extremely positive with regards to the graphical interface. This suggest that not only do users
believe that the interface would significantly help them in retrieving relevant documents, but also
that the interface was intuitive and easy to use. These are encouraging responses for the first
version of Bubble World. Fifth, the experiment provided some useful feedback about the software
package itself, and highlighted some possible future improvements.
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VI. Conclusion and Future Research
6.1 Conclusion
Today, information domains are expanding at an alarming rate. The freedom of the
general public to access and publish this information has rapidly become mainstream and has
undeniably been the catalyst for this enormous growth. It has also created a paradigm shift from
well-formatted information into essentially a ‘free-for-all’ collection of text and multimedia. Along
with this enormous growth of information comes the expectation of users to be able to retrieve
relevant material effectively and efficiently.
Traditional information retrieval techniques have been around for some time and although
they come in many different styles and formats, they essentially all reduce to matching a query to
an information collection and then displaying that collection as a list of documents in rank order.
The misgivings with this approach have always been that their underlying interaction model does
not align with the cognitive process of the person using it. That is, the user has always had to map
internal representations of the problem into a one dimensional, single schemata process.
The last decade has seen many new visual information retrieval systems emerge into the
research arena, each with its own unique style and focus.

The reason for this is simple:

visualization offers a much larger bandwidth channel between the user and the system than
traditional text based systems. Therefore, many rely on this to transfer high data densities in an
attempt to amplify the users cognitive thought processes to effectively improve information
retrieval.

To date many of these systems have not been formally tested against traditional

techniques, and those that have, have not delivered results that would suggest a paradigm shift in
information retrieval any time soon.
On one hand, users are comfortable with text-based interfaces even though they provide
very little cognitive amplification to assist in the information retrieval process. On the other hand,
visual interfaces exploit the large bandwidth channel of the human visual system to assist users in
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forward browsing, but users are generally unable to use them more effectively than text-based
interfaces.

This research begins by identifying why this calamity exists. It is theorized in this

thesis that this is due to the following fundamental issues, (1) that many visual information retrieval
systems lack a solid cognitive framework to efficiently and effectively map internal mental models
of the information retrieval problem to an external view, (2) that their interaction models are not
based on a natural extension of how humans solve problems, and (3) that observed user interaction
patterns with existing information retrieval systems seldom influence the design of the next visual
system. For this reason, considerable emphasis is placed on this component of the research, the end
result of which is a generic framework of cognitive propositions and design corollaries that provide
a useful guideline to the development of any information retrieval system.
With a solid framework to base the design on, the next stage of this research was to
develop a visual technique that transforms the internal mental representation of the information
retrieval problem to an isomorphic external view, and then through visual cues, provide cognitive
amplification at key stages of the information retrieval process. Understanding the key stages of
information retrieval came from discovering how the knowledge crystallization process of the
human mind integrates into the interaction model of the user. Once this is known, providing the
mechanisms to incorporate complex search schemas into the retrieval process, both manually and
automatically through the use of pre-defined ontological models, is a natural extension of this
search and browse process. Using these predefined models, a domain expert is now able to guide
users to search relevant areas of the information collection that may not have been immediately
visible to the user.
Bubble World is the prototype system developed around this new and powerful visual
information retrieval technique. The environment allows simple and complex nested queries to be
specified visually and the system then integrates the resultant returned relevance set back into the
query relationships. In this way, it is both a visual tool and a visual query language.

The system

is capable of maintaining an overall spatial overview of the relevant set from a large data collection
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while still providing visual cues about the contents of that data. This is achieved by grouping
‘similar’ documents into specially coded icons and then, spatially moving these icons into
equilibrium positions (position of zero net attractive force on the icons).

Complex nested queries

can be defined to create individual schemas of the search problem. Each schema replicates the root
query view of the data collection through a series of boolean and/or proximity filtering
mechanisms.

This does several things for the user: (1) it forces documents with a higher

probability of relevance to filter to the ends of the schema, (2) it excludes documents with lower
probability of relevance to replicate across the schemas and (3) it provides the mechanism for the
user to explore new configurations, maintain consistent and progressive inferences about the
collection, constrain their visual attention shifts and direct attention to only the key components of
the search that are useful (or essential) at that time, thus providing cognitive offloading. The
interaction model provides the mechanisms to allow efficient mutable changes to the query to allow
the user to search and browse, thereby promoting quick and easy exploration of the information
space. Throughout this search/browse phase, users are encouraged to develop problem specific
schemas to facilitate perceptual parsing and inferencing on the data collection.
With the visual techniques defined and the prototype system developed, the research
moves focus to the experimental verification and validation phase to demonstrate their
effectiveness. This is achieved in the following manner. First, background research is performed
on experiments previously conducted with similar aims, in an attempt to pollinate those ideas into
this research. Second, the query construct itself is examined to identify what makes a ‘real world’
scenario in information retrieval. This leads to a representative set of twelve ‘real world’ queries
across four different query types, which become the foundation to the experiment. Third, the
experiment is designed around these test queries and conducted on two select groups: the control
group, which use the text-based interface to perform retrieval tasks and the experimental group,
which use the new visual interface to perform the same tasks.
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The user study was conducted to compare a representational text-based information
retrieval system with Bubble World. The test candidates were required to retrieve information
based on a number of queries using either one of the two interfaces. Although the scope of the test
is unable to explicitly test many of Bubble World’s novel features (such as automatic query and
schema expansion), the experiment is useful in a number of ways. First, it shows that users of
Bubble World could outperform users of the textual interface with minimal training, in the
particular environment tested. Second, it provides positive feedback in the usability of the system.
The key findings of the study are summarized as follows:
•

Although there is no statistically significant improvement in the time required by
users of the graphical interface, there is a significant improvement in the accuracy of
the solutions. A reasonable conclusion to draw from this is that users of the graphical
interface appear to be more willing to keep searching for the solution as long as they
think they have a chance to find it.

•

Users tend to experiment more with the queries in the graphical interface. This was
probably due to the fact that users could obtain more meaningful feedback from the
graphical display than from the textual list and were therefore more willing to try new
queries.

•

An increased effort in training is likely to result in a reduction in the mean average
time of users of the graphical interface, but it is unlikely to result in a reduction in the
mean average time of users of the textual interface.

•

Users of Bubble World were all extremely positive about the interface they used and
believed that the interface provided a definite advantage in finding information over a
standard text interfaces
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The study shows that users with minimal training can interact with the Bubble World
environment to perform information retrieval tasks and do so more effectively than users of a textbased interface. It also shows that the technique of building multiple schemas to browse problems
is not immediately intuitive and this component of the interface requires additional familiarity to
use effectively. Overall, user feedback on the interface is very encouraging and has help to identify
additional improvements in the future.

6.2 Future Research
Visual information retrieval is a relatively new field of study offering plenty of
opportunities for further research. While the results of this research are very encouraging, the
techniques are still very new and like any new research, could benefit greatly with further work.
This section is dedicated to providing some ideas into where such research could be directed. The
section is broadly broken down into three distinct areas: the first is application enhancements, the
second is further application research, and the last area discusses different applications that may
benefit from these techniques.

6.2.1 Application Enhancements
One of the positive outcomes of the user study conducted in this thesis is substantial user
testing and evaluation through user feedback. The visual interface was used by ten individuals
representing a total of 8.2 hours of actual usage time. Therefore, the feedback provided by these
individuals is a valuable source to pinpoint future enhancements to the package.
The highlights of the feedback are as follows. First, there is substantial support for the
incorporation of phrase and proximity matching for the queries. This was discussed in chapter 4 of
this thesis but was never implemented due to time constraints. Phrase and proximity matching can
easily be added into the existing framework by allowing multiple words to describe each orb and
specifying distance using the “word1..word2” notation discussed in section 4.3.5.2 of this thesis.
Second, hyperlinks from the document summaries to the document contents would be a more
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intuitive approach to opening documents than using the frequency graphs alone. Third, allowing
more than ten documents to be listed in the icon view was a concern of some who used the
interface.

Although this was purposely done to try and prevent users returning to a single

dimension text-based searching pattern, it did add to some frustration for the user. Fourth, a more
intuitive link between the document summary and the frequency graphs would aide the navigation
process. At the moment, users are forced to count across the graphs to locate the document to open.
Although this is not a significant problem it could have been more intuitive. Fifth, some users had
difficulty popping bubbles when they really just wanted to pop orbs. Bubbles are highlighted to
indicate they have been selected but because of the close proximity of orbs to these bubbles, it is
sometimes difficult for the user to select one without the other. Sixth, some users suggested that
dragging the lens in the document view rather than have the lens follow the cursor may be more
beneficial.

6.2.2 Further Application Research
It was discussed in chapter 5 that one of the limitations of the experimental testing
conducted in this research is that it was only able to provide limited feedback on some of the more
interesting features of the application, namely the use of ontology’s to provide automated user
assistance, the use of data mining tools to provide similar assistance, and the use of multiple
schemas to enhance the search and browse patterns of the user.
This leaves the door open for some interesting future work. For instance, the next step to
evaluating this technique could be to apply it to the front end of a functioning digital library with
substantial document collection and user subscription size. This would allow some evaluation that
could not be accomplished in the current test environment. For one, users would now use the
technique in a real information retrieval situation instead of a simulated one. In this environment,
ontology models could be carefully constructed against the domains of the library (and perhaps user
modeling) to provide some useful feedback into how well this automated assistance works. At the
same time, more advanced data mining techniques could be developed to extract useful patterns in
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the collection that could then be incorporated into the search and browse pattern of the user. The
concept of integrating a data mining technique into the interaction model of the user has been
shown in this research, however, the experiment was not designed to provide feedback on the
usefulness of this approach. It is postulated in this research that careful use of ontology models and
useful data mining techniques will significantly improve the current effectiveness of the visual
interface.

6.2.3 Other Applications
The visual technique itself can be applied to much broader applications than digital
libraries containing ‘text’ documents. Essentially, any media that can be ranked by a standard
information retrieval engine can effectively be visualized by this technique. The following is a
brief description of some additional applications that may benefit from the techniques discussed in
this thesis.

6.2.3.1 Web Search Engine
Web searching is an obvious application area that could benefit from this technique since
there are many similarities between the current tested environment, and the environment found
online. Essentially, only the terms differ: documents are now called pages, document numbers are
now links and XML is now HTML. Having said that, there are some specific problems that would
have to be addressed. First, in the current application, documents are linked hierarchically through
schemas and icons in what amounts to a form of directed graph. Online documents do not have this
structure since a document may link to other documents that self-reference back in complex cycles.
Online documents are essentially linked as an undirected graph. Therefore, how best to view this
self-referencing is an issue yet to be solved. Second, how pages are indexed will affect how well
the visualization technique works. For instance, it may not always be feasible to index the full text
of each page, since this may amount to more resources than one would like to expend. Even if full
text is incorporated, care would have to be given to ensure page biasing does not affect the visual
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technique. Page biasing is where invisible lines of text are used to rate a page more significantly on
some key terms than others, to increase the ranking of the document. In either case, careful use of
indexing and possible different heuristic views of the data may be required.

6.2.3.2 Email
An interesting application that is perhaps not so obvious is email. After all, email is
essentially text media with similar attributes that can easily be parsed and ranked like any other
document. The trick is how to specify the root query so as not to exclude any email from view
while maintaining a meaningful form so that useful schemas can be built from it. To do this, the
root query could be specified from the email fields (such as To, From and Cc) and spatially
distributed using a different set of coding schemes (such as date and time of email). Once the root
query is specified, pre-defined schemas can be used to sort the email into “pigeon holes” grouped
on the context of the email, and not by the email fields alone.

6.3 Summary
The future foretells an inevitable increase in the size and number of information sources
available and in the importance of retrieving the right information at the right time. As the military,
industry and the general public place greater and greater emphasis on sourcing and gathering this
information, so must they decide on how it will be retrieved. Current text-based approaches
provide a mechanism for information retrieval today, however, their interaction model is simplistic
and unable to provide the cognitive clues that may be required for information retrieval tomorrow.
The goal of this thesis was to bring together previous research concepts, the human
cognitive thought process of problem solving, and their inherent interaction with the external
representations of these problems, to build techniques that successfully amplify and assist the user
at each stage of the information retrieval process. This thesis has been successful in contributing to
this goal in a number of important ways. First, this thesis has demonstrated how the visual
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techniques described in this research can significantly benefit information retrieval. By mapping
internal representations of the problem to an external view through simultaneous isomorphic
transformations of the query and results, and by providing a consistent interaction model that maps
the natural knowledge crystallization process of the human mind, the user is able to cognitively
offload to the system and subsequently increase performance.

Second, it provides useful

information and feedback on constructing an experiment for comparatively examining traditional
information retrieval techniques against visual techniques, of which there is little currently
available. Third, it provides directions for further research both within this current application and
other applications that may benefit from this particular visual technique.
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Appendix A. Tutorial Extracts
A.1 Textual Interface Tutorial
Welcome to the user testing phase of Bubble World, a new graphical interface for information
retrieval. Today you have been selected to use the textual interface to gain some benchmark statistics for
the trial. Before we begin with this trial, it is necessary for me to take you through some of the features that
you will use. The interface in front of you is very similar to any other textual search and retrieval interface
that you may have previously used before.
K-.irr.iJTffl

Prewous Ten

Figure 43. Text Interface

Lets begin by typing in a query on Navy Army and Marine planes. To submit the query, use the
submit button found on the right hand side. When the query has been submitted, a list of documents is
presented in ranked order from highest to lowest. The ranking is displayed as the green percentage located
to the left. The blue text immediately to the right of this, is the document number. The text below is a
short summary of the document and the key words that match your query are highlighted in red. The idea
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here is that you scroll down the list and read the summary of the documents until you find one that you may
be interested in. When you locate this document, use the drop down menu to the right and select the
document of interest from the list. Note that the order of the documents in this list is the same ordering as
the main list so locating the document is simply a matter of locating its position and then verifying the
document number matches the one you are about to open.
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Figure 44. Text interface with Example Query

When you click on the listing, the full document appears. Note once again that the key words
matching your query are highlighted. This will help you locate sentences that may be of interest to you
quickly and without having to read the whole document. When you are finished simply close the window
and continue as before.
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January 6, 1989, Sunday, Hone Edition Uestside; Part 9; Page Z; Column 1 1189 words STRATEGIC BARGAINS ABOUND AT NAVY'S MONTHLY
SALE OF SURPLUS ITEMS By MEG SULLIVAN, Times Starr Writer In the market for a bridge, a barge or a C-121 cargo plane? Has the U.S.
Navy got a bargain Cor you: Its monthly surplus sale at the Naval Construction Battalion Center In Port Hueneme. Once a month -usually on the third Thursday -- the base's office of defense «utilization and marketing auctions such military castoffs along with a
slew of other goods not normally found at your local mall. On the block is everything from crates of Army fatigues and steel-toed
leather boots to electronic missile components to 8-foot-tall isolation booths used for hearing tests. An auctioneer, with a
rat-a-tat-tat spiel that could blend in at any county fair, even peddles camouflage-speckled pickup trucks. "The general spread of
stuff that Uncle Sam sells," is how the office's supervisor, James Orton, describes about 3,000 used, surplus or outmoded items sold
each year in the center's Building 513. The goods all were initially purchased by the Department of Defense, but don't expect any «640
toilet seats. With a lot of more than 100 aging office chairs frequently going for as little as «5, auction prices are rock bottom.
The khaki castoffs keep a corps of civilian buyers -- many of them from military-surplus stores -- in clover. For Don Erkel, a
55-year-old vendor of industrial photographic equipment, attending the Port Hueneme auction and 13 or so other military sales each
month is practically a full-time Job. "Bidding is a 3-day-a-week thing," he said. "The rest of the week is filled with picking up the
merchandise and bringing it back." The supply of available booty has shrunk since the Vietnam era, when auction items covered about
50 acres compared to today's 15, but the number of prospective buyers has not dwindled. "They'll never die out," Orton said. "There's
too much money to be made." The center, which is one of 21 military bases that conducts auctions statewide, doesn't fare badly,
either. The sale brings it nearly «220,000 annually — making it one of the larger auctions in the state behind similar sales in San
Diego, Alameda and Sacramento, said Dan Gibson, chief of marketing for the Department of Defense «utilization and marketing service.
A nationwide closed-bid sale, in which buyers compete through the mail in 10 to 12 separate offerings each month for larger items,
such as railroad cars and aircraft, pads Port Hueneme coffers by an additional «1 million each year. Even more money is expected from
a new sale scheduled for the second Friday of every other month -- Feb. 10 is the next one -- in which many of the same goods sold at
auction will be sold for fixed prices in small quantities. In addition to earning money for the base, the sales spare the military the
expense of disposing of unwanted items. With landfills charging «70 to «80 per ton, the cost can be considerable for such items as a
4,000-pound dlesel engine, which might otherwise fetch «400, as one did at December's auction, Orton said. But anyone expecting to
find the makings for warfare will be disappointed by the government garage sale. To get a howitzer, for instance, a weekend warrior
would have to travel to Barstow, where the Marine Corps Logistics Base occasionally auctions them, Orton said. But the weapon will
have been "demilitarized," or reduced to its less dangerous components. Boats Available Boat aficionadoes will have better luck at
the Navy's Ream Field at Imperial Beach, where small vessels frequently go on the block, along with parts for larger ships and
planes. Although the Port Hueneme auction occasionally features a barge or a relic of anti-submarine warfare, such as the C-121, most
surplus sea vessels and aircraft that find their way to the Oxnard area usually end up as targets for missiles being tested at the
nearby Pacific Missile Test Center at Point Mugu, Orton said. Indeed, the bulk of what is for sale is decidedly civilian in tone —
typewriters, cameras, computers, pickup trucks, physics books, celling tile. Many Items, such as scaffolding, power tools and
temporary bridges, reflect the base's role as home to the Navy's engineering corps, which during wartime precedes troops Into battle
areas to construct needed roads, airstrips and base camps. Still, not all Items, which go on display for three days before each sale,
will be familiar to the average shopper. December's four-page listing of goods Included such head-scratchers as a "comparator,
optical," a "compass-repeater, gyro" and "tellurometers." Particular Shoppers But then, those attracted to the Port Hueneme sale are
not average shoppers. Take Ron Vincent, a 43-year-old electrical engineer who owns a small hydroelectric power plant in South Dakota.
An Oxnard resident, Vincent said he has saved thousands of dollars by buying military equipment and adapting It for his business. An
example is the steam cleaner he bought at the auction several years ego. It now thaws the ice that covers the electricity plant's

Figure 45. Document view of Text Interface

You will notice that only ten documents are displayed at any one time. To view the next ten, click
the ‘next ten’ button found above. You can move though all the document by clicking on these two buttons
as shown.
You are now ready to start the user trial. At the bottom of the screen you will see a window called
‘Questions’. Click on this once and a new window appears. To begin the trial, type your last name in the
box provided and click the button found directly below. From that point onwards, the questions will appear
sequentially to you. Please answer each question carefully before preceding to the next. The emphasis
here is on accuracy however you will be timed. To answer each question you will be required to open the
document that has the information in it, and write the answer and document number in the answer sheet
next to you. Please note that not all questions will have an answer. If at any time you feel there is no
answer to the question, check the ‘NO ANSWER’ box next to the question and proceed. If you feel you
cannot find the answer, check the ‘ANSWER NOT FOUND’ check box and proceed to the next question.
If unsure, assume that the answer was not found and check this box.
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At the end of the trial, you will be asked to fill out a short questionnaire about your experiences
with using this interface. Please make sure your name appears at the top of this questionnaire. When you
are ready to begin notify the tester. End of instructions.
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A.2 Graphical Interface Tutorial
Welcome to the testing phase of Bubble World, a new graphical interface for information retrieval.
Today you have been selected to use the graphical interface to gain some statistics on how well you do
compared to that of others using the textual interface.
Before we begin with this trial, it is necessary for me to take you through some of the features that
you will use. I will focus on teaching you the basic functions that will be required throughout this trial.
More advanced functions will not be needed here.

At the end of the video, you will be given an

opportunity to ask questions and try this out for you self so don’t worry if you don’t remember everything.
The interface in front of you is essentially where queries are issued and manipulated. There is a
white canvas area where queries and their results will be displayed, and buttons to the right hand side where
queries can be manipulated. To create a query, click on the ‘bubble button’ found as the top button to the
right hand side. Type in the query you wish to submit. For this demonstration we will begin with
‘fundamentalist religious groups’. When your finished, click on the submit button and you will notice that
the mouse pointer turns into a bubble. Using the left mouse button, click on the canvas once and the query
will be issued. What you see in front of you now is a bubble with blue nodes. The bubble represents the
query, the nodes represent key words that make up the query.
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Figure 46. Bubble World Exploratory View

Before we continue, note that you can navigate around the screen using several different functions.
First, by dragging the mouse with the left mouse button you can pan left and right, up and down. By
dragging the right mouse button up you can zoom into the center of the screen. By dragging the right
mouse button down, you can zoom out from the center of the screen. By using the zoom select button on
the bottom right, you can select an area to zoom in. This is done by selecting an area from left to right in
which to zoom to. At any time, you can select the bird eye view by selecting the bottom right button which
will optimize the view to fit the screen. In summary, drag left mouse button to pan left right up and down.
Drag right mouse button up to zoom in, down to zoom out. Select an area to zoom to and reset the view at
any time.
Now look at the query we issued earlier. You will see a number of icons placed within the circle.
These icons represent a collection of documents with certain characteristics. The number above the icon
shows the number of documents within the icon, the shape of the icon shows how many key words of the
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query are found in the documents within the icon (eg rectangle means two words, triangle three words,
square four words ect) The position of the icon represents the relationships the documents have with the
keywords they contain.
For instance, consider the first triangle. It shows there is only one document inside the icon, the
document has all three key words and there is an equal relationship between all these keywords. Consider
the second triangle. Again there is only one document inside the icon, the document has all three key
words however now the document has more influence on the word ‘religious’ than ‘fundamentalist’ or
‘groups’ and if you look carefully, it is just off center so ‘groups’ is slightly more important than
‘fundamentalist’. Consider the rectangle. It contains 15 documents that have two key words, ‘religious and
groups’ but do not have the word ‘fundamentalist’. It is equally spaced between ‘religious’ and ‘groups’
showing an equal relationship between the two words. The icon to the right shows five documents
weighted about 2/3 more to ‘religious’ than ‘groups’. The icon to the left shows five documents weighted
about 2/3 more to ‘groups’ than ‘religious’.
If we wish to change the query, we can do so by clicking on the blue node button found at the top
right of the screen, type the new word to add, say ‘Christian’, then hover over the node that you wish to add
it next to. The new node will always be added to the right of this node. To remove any nodes, use the pin
button, hover over the node to remove and use the left mouse button to pop this node.
Now lets investigate this query. If we are interested in ‘religious fundamentalist groups’ then the
center icon showing an equal weighting of all key words may be of most relevance to us, so we can select
this using the left mouse button. What you see now is an intermediate view of all the documents found in
the icon. To the right, is the canvas showing the query as it relates to the documents. To the left you see
the first ten documents in summary form listed in ranked order from highest to lowest ranking. There is
currently only one document, so this is all you see. The blue text indicates the document number, and the
red text indicates the words that match the nodes around the bubble. To the top of the screen you see the
same ten documents but this time as a graph of the frequency of the key words within the document. For
instance, the key words ‘fundamentalist religious groups’ all appear equally in this document. To select the
document simply click on this frequency graph and the full text of the document is displayed.
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Figure 47. Bubble World Icon View

At the top you will see a rectangular bar indicating the full length of the document. Placed along
the rectangular bar are the location of individual key words with the documents. To locate a particular key
word within the document, identify the color of the word, then move the curser until the lens hovers over
this hit. You will notice that by doing so, a selected text field moves along the full text to indicate the text
that is located within this lens. This helps you locate particular key words or multiple key word patterns in
the document quickly and easily. Note also that the key words are also highlighted in red, so alternatively
you can scan the document for hits in this way.
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Palace theater before audiences of 1,000 or »ore. On Host Sunday afternoons, Iranian families gather for picnics on the Palisades in
Santa Monica, where mothers parade their teen-age daughters in front of prospective sons-in-law. The influx has transformed a stretch
of Westwood Boulevard south of Wilshire into an Iranian Main Street, where the aromas of shish kebab and rice hang in the air, where
Iranian grocery stores stock hard-to-find Persian foods and spices and where bookstores offer books and tapes in Farsi — including
some that recall the "glorious days" under Shah Mohamed Reza Pahlevi. Iranians have also contributed to the night life in Westwood and
Beverly mils, stores and restaurants stay open longer, catering to Iranian families who tena to eat ana shop later in the evening.
And festive Iranian parties go on until the early hours of the morning — at times ending at the request of the Beverly Hills police.
restaurants, the locals clear out by 9 p.m., and that's when the Iranians are coming in," said Irwin Kaplan, the former director
of city planning in Beverly Hills. Every Tuesday night, the Omarkhayam Restaurant on Westwood Boulevard becomes a Who's Who of former
celebrities, government officials and other notables from the days of the Shah as they gather with families and friends for an evening
dinner and poetry. UCLA sociologist Ivan Light, who is studying the Iranian immigration under a grant from the National Science
Foundation, said the influx is extraordinary for its number of "high-status immigrants." Both the Jewish and Muslim immigrants/
ording to Light, are drawn largely from the privileged classes in Iran, tend to be well-educated and include many doctors,
lawyers, bankers and other professionals. But there are also some differences between the two groups. Muslims, he said, are somewhat
tore likely tnan Jews to nave aavancea aegrees. Large numoers or Iranian Muslims nave gone into real estate aeveiopment ana
construction. The Jews, meanwhile, are more likely to be self-employed with backgrounds in trade and manufacturing of apparel and
jewelry. Light has also found that all of the Iranian subgroups are more dispersed within their new communities than is typical with
other immigrants. "With the possible exception of Westwood Boulevard, there is no central location for Iranians, like a Koreatown or
Chinatown," he said. "We suspect that wealthy immigrants don't need ihose kinds of support systems." Jews have lived in what is now
Iran for 2,500 years, ever since Cyrus the Great, the founder of the Persian empire, conquered Babylonia and invited its freed Jewish
slaves to live in Persia. Traditionally merchants and traders for generations, the Jews found great prosperity during the regime of
the Shah, not just as merchants and manufacturers but also in government and the professions. But in spite of a history in Iran that
predated Islam by more than 1,000 years, the Jews were never more than a tiny minority in a country that is about 98% Muslim. Iranian
jews who have come to California say they always knew the aay might come when they wouia have to leave. "Because they were a minority
in Iran, they always felt insecure, and many made sure they invested outside the country," said Baroukh Beroukhim, former president
of Ettefak school, a 2,000-student private Jewish academy in Tehran. "They even sent their children abroad to go to school as a means
of having a little branch out there somewhere that would become the only hope if things got bad, ■ he said. ■ Beroukhim, who now lives
in Westwood, is active in the Iranian Education Foundation and the Iranian Jewish Federation Council. Many Jews who left Iran in the
days immediately before and after the Shah's downfall in early 1979 say it was not overt religious persecution by Islamic
fundamentalists that forced them into exile. Far more threatening, they say, was the general chaos and the enmity that Khomeini's
followers seemed to feel toward wealth in general. The memory is still painful for Guity Neman!, who abandoned a successful family
rug business, her home and most of her belongings in the city of Abadan, and fled the country with her husband and three children in
1978, shuLlly bcCuLC Uic Shall was UVCLUILUUIII.

Figure 48. Bubble World Document View

Back to the query at hand. We can close this document when we are done, and then close the icon
viewer as well. Notice that the icon just investigated now turns red to indicate that we have investigated
the documents within it. Now continuing with the search, we may decide that the other triangle may be the
next most relevant so we select it. Again we can read the summary to the left. If we feel this summary is
relevant, we can select the document to view, identify the key words in the document, read the surrounding
text to see if it is indeed relevant to us and then return to the query when we are done.
If we are still searching for documents then note that only rectangles are left. We must asked the
question now, are we more interested in ‘fundamentalist religious’ ‘religious groups’ or ‘fundamentalist
groups’. We may decide that ‘fundamentalist groups’ is more appropriate so again we can select the icon,
investigate the summaries and documents and continue as needed.

We can dispose of this query using the pin button and clicking on the bubble.
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Lets consider another query. This time we wish to investigate documents about ‘army marine and
navy planes’, so we add the query with the bubble button and use the left mouse button to submit it.
Quickly scanning the query we see one square icon indicating it has hits on all four key words so we can
zoom in and select it. We can read the summary on the left side and decide it is of not much interest, so we
go back to the query. Now we must decide which document we want to investigate from those that only
have partial matching. To help us here, we know that the document must at least have the word planes in it
so select the node. This immediately tells us that 58 documents have the word ‘planes’ in them and these
icons are illuminated green for us. Now we can investigate either ‘army navy planes’ or ‘marine navy
planes’ or indeed ‘army planes’, ‘marine planes’ or ‘navy planes’.
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Figure 49. Example of Selecting an Orb
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When we are done looking dispose of the query using the pin button as before.
Lets look at the query ‘lady tennis player’. The first thing you will notice is that the word lady has
changed blue. This indicates that there is an ontology model behind this word that may provide some
assistance in locating the correct documents. To show an example of this, lets look at the triangle icon near
player. Now when you look at the summary of the documents you will notice that ‘lady’ did not actually
appear in the document but rather ‘woman’ and ‘female’ did. This was the help that the ontology model
was able to provide. For this user trial, you need to know nothing more than some assistance is being
provided to you.
Consider a more complex question that requires us to answer multiple questions to come up with a
final solution. In this next demonstration we will try and find documents about presidents of sporting clubs
and then see if they tell us how much they get paid. We begin by issuing the query ‘president of a sporting
club’. Now browse the documents that appear to be the most relevant first (that would be the triangles).
As we find what type of sporting clubs are out there, we can add another bubble to the keyword ‘president’.
We continue to browse and slowly build up this new query as we find the information we are after. On
each of these clubs, we can now add the query ‘salary’ as such.
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Figure 50. Example of Building Multiple Schemas

Now let me explain what we have done. All the documents from the initial query that have the
word ‘president’ will be allowed to migrate through this node into the next bubble. That means all the
documents in this bubble are guaranteed to have the word ‘president’. Now all the documents in this circle
must have the words ‘hockey’ and since they come from the circle must also have the word ‘president’.
Similarly documents in this circle will have the words ‘president football’ and ‘president tennis’. Once the
documents filter through each node then their relationships to the nodes within the bubble are the same as
before. The only difference is that they must contain the word of a node before they can pass through it.
Consider what effect this has had to our documents in the outer bubbles. For one, nearly all the documents
are filtered leaving only the documents with ‘president hockey’ and one with ‘president hockey salary’.
This gives us a higher chance of having relevant document in the outer circles.
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Again, if you didn’t catch all of this, don’t worry, you’ll have a chance to experiment later.
This is about all that you will need to know for the user testing. Some of the other functions can
be described to as you use this system for yourself.
You are now ready to start the user trial. At the bottom of the screen you will see a window called
‘Questions’. Click on this once and a new window appears. To begin the trial, type your last name in the
box provided and click the button found directly below. From that point onwards, the questions will appear
sequentially to you. Please answer each question carefully before preceding to the next. The emphasis
here is on accuracy however you will be timed. To answer each question you will be required to open the
document that has the information in it, and write the answer and document number in the answer sheet
next to you. Please note that not all questions will have an answer. If at any time you feel there is no
answer to the question, check the ‘NO ANSWER’ box next to the question and proceed. If you feel you
cannot find the answer, check the ‘ANSWER NOT FOUND’ check box and proceed to the next question.
If unsure, assume that the answer was not found and check this box.
At the end of the trial, you will be asked to fill out a short questionnaire about your experiences
with using this interface. Please make sure your name appears at the top of this questionnaire. When you
are ready to begin notify the tester. End of instructions.
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Appendix B. Experiment Documentation
B.1 Experiment Questions
1. Find two documents that talk about the electric motor car.
2. What is the most popular registered boat in Italy and France?
3. A well known deep sea adventurer collaborates with a revolutionary
photographer to find a vessel destroyed in WW1.

What was the name of

the photographer?
4. Find a document that talks about the electric bicycle.
5.

There

are

two

documents

that

have

the

words

'president

kennedy

assassination' but actually make no references to President Kennedy's
Assassination.

List these two documents.

6. Enter the query 'white house press bush' and do not change this.
Now browse the documents until you find one that talks about Lady
Barbara

Bush

suffering

from

persistent

double

vision

and

swelling

around her eyes.
7. Is it a felony offense to donate blood if infected with the AIDS
virus?
8. Who did Charles White play for and what was his position.
9. Find a document about a lady who commanded troops into battle.
10. You have been asked to do an assignment on three united states
presidents.

To make research easier, you will pick the three that

appear to have the most documents mentioning them (and therefore the
most research material).

To this end, find at least five presidents

and determine which three of these presidents appear to be mentioned in
the most documents.
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11. Are there any documents that mention all three of the presidents
that you chose from the previous question? If so, list up to five
documents mentioning all three presidents in the same document?
12. To finish off, you feel it would be nice to know the first name of
the wife of the presidents that you have chosen.
these.
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If you are able, list

B.2 Testing Answer Sheet
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B.3 User Testing Questionnaire
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Appendix C. Experimental Results

Table 7. Spread Sheet of Experimental Results
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system, called Bubble World, has been created to demonstrate that significant performance gains can be achieved using this technique
when compared to more traditional text-based interfaces. Bubble World does this by successfully transforming the internal mental
representation of the information retrieval problem to an efficient external view, and then through visual cues, provides cognitive
amplification at key stages of the information retrieval process. Additionally, Bubble World provides the interaction model and the
mechanisms to incorporate complex search schemas into the retrieval process either manually or automatically through the use of
predefined ontological models.
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